
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT FIFTY-SIX 

Somersworth School District 

51 West High Street 
Somersworth, NH 03878 

(603) 692-4450  •  Fax (603)692-9100 
 

March 13, 2023 
 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL  
RFP – 3-23 

District-wide Security Solution 
 

For the 
School Administrative Unit #56 

Somersworth School District 
51 West High St, 

Somersworth, NH 03878 

 
The School Administrative Unit (SAU) 56/Somersworth School District is seeking proposals from interested 
vendors for the purchase and installation of a new security solution for the Somersworth School District’s 
schools and SAU office building.    
 
The Somersworth School Board reserves the right to accept or reject any or all submissions, wholly or in part, 
to negotiate with any or all responsible submitters, and to waive any formality or irregularity in the Request for 
Proposal, to call for new submissions, to negotiate with any company providing a submission, to enter into an 
agreement with the vendor, and to accept the proposal that the SAU 56/Somersworth School District, in its sole 
discretion determines is in the best interests of the SAU 56/Somersworth School District even though it may 
not be the lowest bid or proposal. Submitters shall be responsible for any and all expenses that they may incur 
in preparing qualifications.  
 
A mandatory site visit has been scheduled on Wednesday, March 29, 2023 at 9 AM. starting at 
Somersworth Middle School, 7 Memorial Drive, Somersworth, NH 03878. After visiting the Middle School, 
there will be a visit to Somersworth High School, 11 Memorial Drive, Somersworth, NH 03878, Maple Wood 
Elementary School, 184 Maple Street Somersworth, NH 03878 and Idlehurst Elementary School, 46 Stackpole 
Road, Somersworth, NH  03878 and the SAU 56 Central Office, 51 West High Street, Somersworth, NH. 
 
All RFP’s (2 copies of Proposals and 1 PDF File) must be submitted in a sealed envelope, plainly marked:  
 

"Sealed RFP – 3-23 – District-wide security solution for 
Somersworth School District” 

 
Jay Lilly, Facilities Director 

SAU 56/Somersworth School District 
51 West High Street 

Somersworth, NH 03878 
All proposals must be received no later than Friday, April 14, 2023 at 2:00 P.M. 

(No e-mailed or faxed submissions will be accepted) 
 
All proposals submitted are governmental records subject to disclosure under the Right-to-Know Law. The 
District will not accept proposals marked confidential in whole or in part. 
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I. General Information 
 

Somersworth School District/SAU 56 consists of five buildings located in Somersworth, New 
Hampshire:   

Somersworth High School/Career Technical Center 
Somersworth Middle School 
Maple Wood Elementary School  
Idlehurst Elementary School  
The SAU Central Office building    
 
Each school building has a student and staff population between 350 – 500 people.  The SAU office 

houses approximately 12 employees.  

 
 

II.  Security Solution General Specifications 
 

The new security solution will replace multiple existing failing access control platforms at each of the 

locations and combine them into one district wide security solution, managed with one piece of 

software and a unified user data base.  Card holder will not only be able to access doorways but also 

access district wide printers and copier functions from the use of their ID badge.  The new system 

must have the ability to manage the access, video, intrusion alarms, and intercoms all from one 

platform. 

Contractor should provide a complete working security solution conduct a site visit to familiarize 

themselves with existing conditions.  The scope of this work will include supplying all programing, 

Servers, Workstations, Access Control hardware, Access control enclosures, power supplies, 

software, switches, network components, door locks, badge printer, badge readers, ID badges, 

printer ribbons, cable, connectors, for a complete turnkey working solution. 

Existing locking hardware if present and in 100% good working may be reused if contractor is willing 

to warranty the hardware will continue to function 100%.   

It is the contractor’s responsibility for all controlled doorways to be evaluated and adjusted to function 

properly per the local codes. Door status and request to exit notifications are required from every 

controlled doorway.  

All cabling will be replaced with new composite cable form door locations back to panel locations.  

All New Access Control Components will be supplied and must meet the specifications.  

One new Server and all new workstations will be supplied and must meet the specifications. One 

centralized data base to maintain for all card holders. 

The District will need the ability to produce ID badges in-house with full color background double 

sided photo IDs. One new ID printer will be supplied, installed, and programed and must meet the 

specifications.   10 ten Badge designs will be provided based on the district design needs.  ID badges 
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and ink will be supplied to produce enough badges for all user in the district per the specification. 

Supply and install four-hour Battery Backup for all supplied components.   

 

By building, the breakdown of controlled doorways is: 
   

Idlehurst Elementary School  (10) Ten Controlled doorways and student and staff 
population between 350 – 500 users 

 
Maple Wood Elementary School (12) Twelve Controlled doorways and student and staff 

population between 350 – 500 users 
 

Somersworth Middle School  (4) Four Controlled doorways and student and staff 
population between 350 – 500 users 

 
Somersworth High School/CTC (8) Eight Controlled doorways and student and staff 

population between 350 – 500 users 
 

SAU 56 Central Office  (1) One Controlled doorways and 12 users 

Detailed Specifications for the work are attached as Exhibit A. 
 

 

III. Vendor Qualifications 

Interested vendors should submit qualifications in accordance with the following: 
 

• Demonstrated expertise/experience with similar schools’ systems and at least five 
recent projects of this size or larger.  

 

• Demonstrated the ability to respond to emergency service instance 24/7/365 within 2 
hours.  

 

• Submit letter as proof from the manufacturer that contractor has at least (10) ten 
certified trained technicians on staff.  

 

• Contractor installation personnel shall comply with all applicable state and local 
licensing requirements. 

 
IV. Items for Inclusion in Proposal 

All submitted proposals shall address the following items in the order listed below and shall be 
numbered 1 through 14 in the proposal document:   

 
1) Interest Statement – Briefly describe the particular interest your firm has in the project. 
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2) Description of Firm – Provide the District information regarding the size, location, nature of 

work performed, years in business, and approach that will be used in meeting the needs of 
the District. The principals of the firm should be identified. 

 
      3)  Background of Vendor’s Personnel – Identify all personnel who will be participating in the 
project and provide a brief description of their pertinent experience. 

 
4) Experience with School District or Similar Projects -   Identify any similar projects the 

vendor has had with school districts or projects of similar size and scope. 
 
5) Description:  Include a description of the scope of work to be performed. 

 
6) Cost Proposal to Include:  

a.  Delivery and installation of the new access system. 
b.  Removal and disposal of the old access system 
c.  Installation of the new security system 
d.  Programing of the complete security solution  
e.  Integration with printer/ copy access system 
f.   Creation and implementation of the user database 
g.  Badge design creations 
h.  Distribution of the card holders 
i.   30 hours of training 
j.   Minimum of five-year warranty   

       
7) Warranty:  Proposals must include a warranty including Service.  Service must include all 

parts and labor. 

8)  Financial Statement – A certified or authenticated financial statement dated at least since 
the end of the last fiscal year may be required if a firm is selected.  

9) Other Work Under Contract – List work presently under contract and work that may be 
under contract through 2023. 

10) Litigation – Please describe whether your firm is presently involved in, or has been involved 
in, any litigation, arbitration, mediation, disciplinary actions, or administrative proceedings 
within the past five years. 

11) References – List references including contact information (a minimum of five) public 
school contacts. 

12) Other – Each firm is encouraged to provide any additional information or description of 
resources the firm feels is pertinent to this Request for Proposal. The inclusion of a 
brochure is acceptable. 
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13) Please provide information on any schools you have worked on and describe any 
challenges you may have encountered. 

14) Provide preliminary schedule and/or timeline for project completion.  PLEASE NOTE:  
Because of the funding source, this project must be completed or substantially 
completed by Friday, August 4, 2023.  It is anticipated that this project will begin at 
the conclusion of the 22-23 school year, on approximately Monday, June 26, 2023. 

 

V. Selection Process 

The process that will be used by the Somersworth School Board in selecting the vendor as 
outlined in this RFP will be as follows: 

 
A. The Somersworth School Board will select firms to be interviewed based on responses to 

this RFP.   

B. All designs, concepts, information, and cost analyses presented by the vendor during the 
selection process shall become the property of the Somersworth School District, and shall 
thereafter be used at its sole discretion.  The District shall own all instruments of service. 

C. The District may at any time terminate the services and/or contract with firm at the District’s 
convenience and without cause. In case of termination for the District’s convenience, the 
firm shall be entitled to receive payment from the District limited to actual documented 
expenses as of the date of termination as its sole remedy.  In no event will the District be 
responsible for lost profits, compensatory or other consequential damages.   

D. The Somersworth School Board decision with regard to the selection of the vendor shall be 
considered final. The Somersworth School Board reserves the right to investigate the 
financial responsibility of any and all bidders to determine the ability of the vendor to assure 
service throughout the term of the contract. 

E. It is anticipated that the Somersworth School District will have a funding source for this 
project.  If, however, funds are not available, this project will not be executed. 

 
VI. Evaluation Process 

Vendors submitting Proposals are advised that all submittals will be evaluated to determine the 
“best” firm that will be able to meet the needs of the Somersworth School District as 
determined by the School Board in its sole discretion regardless of whether it is the lowest bid. 
Evaluation will include, but not be limited to, the criteria listed below: 
 
A. Experience and expertise of the firm, particularly with public school districts in New 

Hampshire. 
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B. Ability to meet the District’s schedule and budget. 

C. Proposal for fees for services. 

D. Project Plan/Methodology and a Statement of Interest as outlined in the proposal. 

E. Completeness of the Proposal. IN ORDER FOR A PROPOSAL TO BE CONSIDERED, 
SAID PROPOSAL MUST ADDRESS ITEMS OUTLINED IN THIS REQUEST FOR 
PROPOSALS.  

F. The oral interview and presentation: The Somersworth School Board reserves the right to 
determine firms that will be requested to appear for oral interview and review and 
discussion of the questionnaire regarding the firm’s fee structure for the project. 

G. References 

H. All personnel assigned to this project. 

I. The firm must be able to show financial and managerial stability. 

J. Proposals not meeting the above minimum submission criteria and requested information 
described in the Request for Proposals will be rejected. 

K. Any and all other considerations that the Somersworth School Board in its sole discretion 
determines are in the best interests of the project. 

 
NOTE: Any omissions or errors in this RFP are not binding on the Somersworth School Board and/or 
District. 
 
The District accepts no financial responsibility for costs incurred by any vendor responding to this 
request for proposal. 
 
 
VII. Submission Requirements 

Interested parties shall submit two (2) copies plus a PDF electronic file of their proposal by 
Friday, April 14, 2023 at 2:00 P.M. to: 

 
Jay Lilly 
Facilities Director 
51 West High St 
Somersworth, NH 03878 
jlilly@sau56.org  

 

mailto:jlilly@sau56.org
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The selection of a vendor does not obligate the District to enter into a contract provided.  The 
selection of the vendor is conditioned upon the selected vendor entering into a contract with the 
District in a form entirely satisfactory to the District or its authorized agents.  If the vendor and District 
do not enter into a contract entirely satisfactory to the District, the District may select an alternative 
vendor. 
 
The District reserves the right to request additional information from any candidate at the District’s 
sole discretion. 
 
 
VIII. Submittal Instructions 

A. Each organization submitting qualifications shall provide two (2) bound copies and one (1) 
digital copy (PDF) of the proposal in a sealed envelope prominently marked with the 
Request for Proposal title, the due date and time, and the name of the organization 
submitting the qualifications. 

B. Proposals submitted after 2:00 P.M. on Friday April 14, 2023 will not be considered. 
Facsimile copies or emails of proposals will not be accepted. 

C. Proposals shall be signed by an authorized individual or officer of the firm submitting the 
proposal. 

D. Proposals may be withdrawn by the firm at any time prior to the closing date and time for 
receipt of proposals. 

 

IX. Selection Time Line  
 

a. Deadline to submit proposals:  2:00 P.M., April 14, 2023 
 
b. Proposal Review and Vendor Selection: Expected no later than May 23,2023 

 
X. Contract Requirements  
 

A. Insurance 
 
 The vendor shall purchase and maintain such insurance as will protect him from claims 

set forth below which may arise out of or result from the vendor’s operations under the 
contract, whether such operation be the vendor or by an subcontractor or by anyone 
directly or indirectly employed by any of them or by anyone for whose acts any of them 
may be liable. 

 
The vendor shall submit a Certificate of Insurance showing the vendor has the required 
coverage naming the District as an additional insured. 
 

1. Claims under Workers’ Compensation, disability benefit and other similar 
employee benefit acts. 
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2. Claims for damages because of bodily injury, occupational sickness or disease, 

or death of his employees, and claims insured by usual personal injury liability 
coverage. 

 
3. Claims for damage because of bodily injury, occupational sickness or disease, or 

death of any person other than his employees, and claims insured by usual 
personal injury liability coverage. 

 
4. Claims for damage because of injury to or destruction of tangible property, 

including loss of use resulting therefrom. 
 
 

a. Workers’ Compensation and Employers’ Liability  Statutory Limits 
 
 Each accident       $1,000,000 
 Disease – Policy Limit      $1,000,000 
 Disease – Each Employee      $1,000,000 
 
b. Comprehensive General Liability 
  
 Must include Contractual Liability for the Vendor’s  
 Indemnification Obligation  
 Bodily Injury – Each person/Each Occurrence  $1,000,000 
 Property Damage      $1,000,000 
 
c. Comprehensive Automobile Liability 
 
 Bodily Injury – Each person/Each Occurrence  $1,000,000 
 Property Damage      $1,000,000 

 
B. Indemnification  
 

To the fullest extent permitted law, vendor shall protect, indemnify, save, defend and 
hold harmless the District, including its officials, agents, volunteers and employees 
("Indemnified Parties"), from and against any and all liabilities, obligations, claims, 
damages, penalties, causes of action, costs, interest and expenses, including but 
not limited to reasonable attorney and paralegal fees, which Indemnified Parties 
may become obligated or suffer by reason of any accident, bodily injury, personal 
injury, death of person, economic injury or loss of or damage to property, arising 
indirectly or directly under, out of, in connection with, or as a result of the contract or 
the activities of vendor or its agents, employees, contractors or subcontractors, and 
even if caused in part by any negligent act or omission of Indemnified Parties. 
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In addition, and regardless of respective fault, vendor shall defend, indemnify and 
hold harmless the Indemnified Parties for any costs, expenses and liabilities arising 
out of a claim, charge or determination that vendor’s officers, employees, 
contractors, subcontractors or agents are employees of the Indemnified Parties, 
including but not limited to claims or charges for benefits, wages, fees, penalties, 
withholdings, damages or taxes brought in connection with laws governing workers 
compensation, unemployment compensation, social security, Medicare, state or 
federal taxation, and/or any other similar obligation associated with an employment 
relationship. 
 
The vendor’s obligations to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Indemnified 
Parties hereunder shall survive the term of the contract. 
 
The District shall not be required to defend or indemnify the vendor, any 
subcontractor or any professional service provider. 
 
 

C. Bond Requirements  
 

As a precondition to the obligations of the District under the contract, vendor shall 
furnish a performance bond and a labor and materials payment bond for 100% of the 
contract amount through a surety licensed to do business in the State of New 
Hampshire reasonably acceptable to the District.   

 
D. Termination 
 

This contract may be terminated with or without cause by the District upon thirty (30) 
days written notice.  Upon termination, vendor shall only be entitled to payment for 
services already completed under the contract to the District’s satisfaction which will be 
vendor’s sole remedy. 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

DETAILED SECURITY SOLUTION SPECIFICATIONS 
 

 

A. The ISMS / ISMS manufacturer and ISMS hardware shall be approved for the following applicable 
certifications and or standards: 

1. ISO 27001 

2. SOC2 (Pending) 

3. ISO 9001:2008 or later 

4. DCID 6/9 ICD 705 

5. FIPS 201-3 Approvals 13.01 and 13.02 Topology 

6. NIST FPIS199, SP800-53 

7. FIPS 140-2, Level 3 Validated 

8. FISMA / NIST RMF 

9. UL 1076 

10. UL 294 

11. UL 2050 Capable 

12. UL 2610 (Pending) 

13. Section 889 Compliant 

14. NDAA Compliant 

15. TAA (Federal) Compliant 

16. BAA Compliant 

17. CE approval BS EN 50130-4 Alarm Systems Electromagnetic Compatibility (Immunity) 

18. CE approval BS EN 55022 Emissions 

19. ULC-ORD-C1076 

20. FCC Part 15 

B. ISMS Encoders and readers shall also meet: 

1. CE ETS 300 683 Short-Range Devices 

2. C-Tick AS/NZS 4251 Generic Emission Standard 
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3. C-Tick RFS29 

C. The ISMS shall allow for multi-site configuration and allow for management by one or more of the connected 
sites utilizing Microsoft SQL Server as the database.  

D. The ISMS shall include in the core product code (but not be limited to) the following: 

1.  access control 

2.  Intrusion / alarm management 

3.  personnel / identification / credential management 

4.  third party integration capabilities (example: video surveillance integration) 

5.  visitor management 

6.  guard tour management 

7.  perimeter intrusion deterrence and detection 

8.  facility / compliance management 

E. The ISMS shall provide a means to control access through selected doors/openings having electric locking 
status monitoring and credential based or biometric access control readers. Access rights associated with a 
presented access token or biometric identifier shall be checked for validity based on token or identifier, 
access area, access time and any other access management function defined in this specification. All validity 
criteria shall be stored at the Intelligent Field Controller (IFC). Access shall be granted or denied, dependent 
on the credential holder’s access privilege. Access privileges shall be programmed in a variety of ways to 
allow flexibility as defined elsewhere in this specification. The access control ISMS component shall be 
intrinsically integrated with the intrusion alarm aspects of the system allowing for cohesive deployment. 

F. The ISMS shall provide a fully functional intrusion alarm system, including entry and exit delays where 
intrusion detection sensors are connected to system inputs which are components of the Intelligent Field 
Controller (IFC) architecture. It shall be possible to arm/disarm areas from any access control reader 
associated with an area, access control reader with keypad, Alarm Management Terminal (AMT), or as 
required from defined central control locations The intrusion alarm ISMS component shall be intrinsically 
integrated with the access control aspects of the system, allowing for cohesive deployment. 

G. The ISMS shall provide a built-in software module for the design and production of photo ID cards. 

H. Connection between ISMS servers and IFCs shall be achieved using physical medium supporting the 
TCP/IP protocol. The network connection must be on board the IFC. Interface transceiver units (Ethernet to 
RS485, RS232, etc.) are not acceptable. 

I. The ISMS shall support IPV4 / IPv6 for all TCP/IP network connections. 

J. Remote IFCs not permanently connected to the network can be connected via PSTN services, using TCP/IP 
protocols. 

K. IFCs must support peer-to-peer communications between IFCs. Systems that require a permanent server 
connection for communications between panels are unacceptable. 

L. All data communication between the ISMS and IFCs shall use an industry-standard encryption algorithm for 
mutual authentication and session key negotiation. This algorithm shall be equivalent to ECC P-384 or 
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stronger. Session keys shall be re-negotiated on a regular basis at intervals no longer than 30 hours. 

M. All data communication between the ISMS and IFCs shall be encrypted using an industry-standard 
encryption algorithm equivalent to AES-256 or stronger. 

N. All data communication between IFCs shall use an industry-standard encryption algorithm for mutual 
authentication and session key negotiation. This algorithm shall be equivalent to ECC P-384 or stronger. 
Session keys shall be re-negotiated on a regular basis at intervals no longer than 30 hours. 

O. All data communication between IFCs shall be encrypted using an industry-standard encryption algorithm 
equivalent to AES-256 or stronger. 

P. All data communication between IFCs and intelligent edge devices such as readers and I/O devices shall 
use an industry-standard encryption algorithm for mutual authentication and session key negotiation. This 
algorithm shall be equivalent to ECC P-256 or stronger. Session keys shall be re-negotiated on a regular 
basis at intervals no longer than 30 hours. 

Q. All data communication between IFCs and intelligent edge devices such as readers and I/O modules shall be 
encrypted using an industry-standard encryption algorithm equivalent to AES-128 or stronger. 

R. All inputs to field I/Os must support multi-state monitoring with the ability to select the resistance values of 
the state changes. 

S. The ISMS shall report all events to the operator(s) (based upon defined privileges) as configured and shall 
produce and maintain a log of all system events, alarms, and operator actions. 

T. The ISMS shall provide a means for an operator to extract information relative to the event log and system 
configuration and produce this information in the form of printed reports, emailed reports, screen displays, or 
exported files directly from the ISMS itself. 

U. The ISMS shall provide a GUI with site plans and interactive icons representing the location and real-time 
status of all monitored hardware within the ISMS. 

V. The ISMS shall provide emergency evacuation reporting. 

W. The ISMS software shall be written in a fully structured, fully validated, and commercially available language 
that provides a strictly controlled development environment. 

X. Comprehensive backup and archiving feature shall be incorporated as an integral part of the ISMS. 

Y. The ISMS shall include partitioning (example: multi-tenant buildings). Users shall only be able to access 
those parts of the system which fall within their defined partition. 

Z. The ISMS shall support 3rd party integrations via: 

1. RESTful API 

2. OPC 

3. BACnet 

4. Active Directory 

5. SIP 

6. WebOS (delimited file import/export) 
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7. LDAP / LDAP2 

8. ODBC 

9. XML 

2.01 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
 

A. SCALABILITY 

10. The ISMS as described in this document mush have the following capacity at a minimum: 

a. Configured workstations    300 

b. Graphical site plans    Unlimited 

c. Access Control readers    Unlimited 

d. Elevators      1000 elevators of 256 floors each 

e. Fully supervised 6 state alarm inputs  Unlimited 

f. Output relays     Unlimited 

g. Access control zones    Unlimited 

h. Schedules per day     100 

i. Schedule categories    50 

j. Holiday days     30 

k. Operators      Unlimited 

l. Concurrent operator sessions   100 

m. Cardholders     500000 

n. Cardholder issue levels    15 

o. Cardholder custom data fields   >1000 

p. Intelligent Field Controllers    10000 

11. The system architecture shall be a tiered system consisting of: 

a. one installation of the system application operating on a primary server with the option for 

“headless” server installation 

b. operator workstations as a client of the application installed on the server 

c. IFCs interconnected via peer-to-peer communications, managing the IFCs in a distributed 

intelligence format 
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d. semi-intelligent, uniquely identified, and encrypted sub-units (Input/Output modules, Readers, 

etc.) that are dependent on IFCs to function 

 

B. SYSTEM SERVERS AND WORKSTATIONS 

0. The server shall be a Xeon Class Machine with a processor E-2236 or above, use a Microsoft 

Windows (64 bit) Microsoft Windows Server 2019 or above operating system. Server operating 

systems such as Linux, Unix, and OS X are not acceptable. Server shall be RAID 5 and with dual 

redundant 350W power supplies.  16 GB of Memory up to 64 TB of storage. Dual 1GbELan Port with 

pre-installed X connect and 5 year Global Next day onsite warranty  

1. The operating system used by the workstations shall be Microsoft Windows Pro/Enterprise (64 bit) 

(see manufacturer’s documentation for current supported versions). 

2. The database engine used by the system shall be one of the following (see manufacturer’s documentation 

for current supported versions): 

a. Microsoft SQL Server (64 bit) 

b. Microsoft SQL Server Express (64 bit)  

3. Workstations shall support multi-monitor operation. 

4. Workstation display resolution shall be a minimum of 1920 x 1080 pixels. 

 

C. ID PRINTER  

The Dual Sided ID Card Printer & Laminator  

Memory: 64MB RAM 

Interface: 2 Line LCD / 2 LED Buttons 

Supported Platforms: Microsoft Windows 7/ 8 /10, Mac OS, Linux 

Communication: USB, Ethernet, WiFi (Option) 

Power Supply: Free Voltage (AC 100/ 220V, 50~60Hz) 

Power Consumption: 96W 

Temperature: 15~35° 

Humidity: 35~70% 

 

D. CENTRALIZED SYSTEM MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE 

0. The ISMS servers shall use a Microsoft Windows operating system and version of SQL as defined 
previously based upon manufacturers’ recommendations as it relates to configuration and system size. 

1. The connection between ISMS and Microsoft SQL Server shall use Windows Authentication or Active 
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Directory. 

2. The ISMS server shall incorporate current generation architecture and components. The hardware 
specification, including processor speed, internal memory and hard disk size shall be specified by the 
ISMS manufacturer and must be sufficient to meet or exceed the capacity and throughput of the 
specified system. 

3. The ISMS shall be capable of supporting connections with a minimum of 100 hardware-based operator 
workstations running concurrently. Operator workstations running terminal emulation software will not be 
accepted. 

4. The ISMS shall automatically log and time/date-stamp all events within the system including intrusion 
alarm arm/disarm events, access control events, operator actions and activity. 

5. The configuration GUI shall make extensive use of menus and graphical interfaces and require a 
minimum of operator training to operate the system proficiently. Systems requiring a script/program 
language approach to configure the system will not be accepted. 

6. A free text notes/memo field that supports word-wrap, insert, delete, cut, copy and paste text editing 
functions shall be available for each logical/physical object to store information relating to that item and 
support 128,000 characters of text. 

7. The ISMS must be capable of receiving simultaneous alarm signals from all system locations without 
loss or excessive delay in their presentation to the operator. Any authorized operator will be allowed to 
acknowledge, view, annotate, and/or process an alarm depending on their permission level. 

8. The ISMS server shall incorporate a real-time clock, the accuracy of which shall be preserved in the 
event of a power supply failure. Time synchronization between the ISMS and Ethernet-connected IFCs 
shall be automatic and not require operator intervention. 

9. Operator selection of processing tasks shall be via menu selections. Authorized operators shall be able 
to process alarms, produce reports, and modify items without degrading system performance. 

10. The following is the minimum operational and monitoring functions required. The ability to: 

a. program either a group or individual card readers with access control parameters, without affecting 
other card readers 

b. program the access criteria for individual cardholders or groups of cardholders 

c. store non-access control data fields for each cardholder. The names of these data fields shall be 
user-definable 

d. authorize or de-authorize a cardholder in the system with the result reflected immediately throughout 
all access points in the system 

e. enable a card trace against selected cardholders so that an alarm is raised each time that 
cardholder presents their access card or token 

f. pre-program holidays so that different access criteria apply compared to normal scheduled days. 
The system must have a capacity to arm at least 400 holiday days 

g. recognize and manage multi-regional holiday requirements 

h. define as many access zones as there are card readers fitted 

i. permit or deny individual cardholder access to any single, or group of card readers, in real-time 
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j. log all ISMS and operator activity to storage as it is received at the ISMS server 

k. program alarm response instructions into the system so that these are presented to the operator 
when viewing, acknowledging, or processing an alarm event 

l. enable an operator to enter messages against alarm events. This may be an enforced operator 
operation based on configuration on a per-operator basis 

m. configure user-definable short messages to allow the operator to enter commonly used comments 
with minimal effort when entering messages related to alarms. For example, false alarm, user error, 
etc. These messages should also be assigned to keyboard shortcut keys to enable faster 
commenting on alarms 

n. temporarily override a cardholder, or group of cardholders, pre- programmed access criteria. 

o. update multiple Alarm Management Terminals (AMTs) display messages quickly using the bulk 
change feature 

11. The operator GUI shall display a one-line plain language event message for every activity event (alarm 
or otherwise) occurring in the system. All activity logged shall be time and date stamped to the nearest 
second (hh:mm:ss). On having the appropriate operator authorization, it shall be possible to drill down 
into the properties of each component that makes up that event. The event message shall advise: 

a. the time of the event created at the IFC 

b. the time the event was received at the ISMS server 

c. the source of the event 

d. any successful or unsuccessful access attempt 

e. if the access attempt is unsuccessful, the reasons for the denial 

12. This includes but is not restricted to the following items: 

a. all card attempts 

b. all door alarms 

c. all operator activity including logon, logoff, and alarm response messages 

d. all alarm monitoring activations 

e. all communication link failures 

13. Time schedules for different days shall be configurable. 

14. Regional holidays shall be configurable to allow for regional variations. 

15. The system shall provide a detailed operator help file. This help file shall provide operators with text, 
audio, and video, help instructions and tutorials. 

16. The system shall allow for searching of items configured within the system based on the following: 

a. item characteristics 

b. related items 

c. times related to events including within properties of a configured item (creation and modification 
events).. 
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17. The system shall integrate with Microsoft Active Directory enabling cardholder and user records to be 
fully synchronized on a real-time, bi-directional basis. 

18. Integrations that use third party applications to synchronize between Microsoft Active Directory and the 
system shall not be acceptable. 

19. The system shall allow for a separate biometric operator privilege. 

20. The system shall be able to find unmigrated and duplicate DesFire credentials. 

21. ISMS shall be able to purge pending queued messages from IFCs as required by the user with this 
privilege. 

22. ISMS shall be able to deploy IFC firmware as follows via an upgrade feature: 

a. On Demand 

b. On a predetermined schedule 

23. ISMS shall allow the user to track IFC firmware deployment status via the upgrade feature. 

 

E. COMMUNICATIONS AND DIAGNOSTICS 

0. The ISMS shall automatically restart full and complete processing after recovery due to a power 

outage 

1. The ISMS shall provide a full diagnostic log to enable technical personnel to monitor system 

operations in the event of a system malfunction. 

2. The diagnostic log shall be stored in a separate file on hard disk from all other data files. 

3. ISMS diagnostic logs must be available without shutting down or pausing the ISMS. 

4. The ISMS shall provide system diagnostic features which enable authorized operators or systems 

engineers to monitor and then tune the system performance (communications network performance 

tuning, for example). 

5. ISMS shall be able to send the IFC its IP address. 

6. ISMS shall be able to accept requests from anywhere on its server IP address and connect these 

requests securely and easily to REST APIs hosted on an on-premises system using a WebSocket 

tunnel between the ISMS and the API gateway. 

7. API gateway shall have multiple redundant services internally allowing for zero-downtime upgrades, 

hardware and software fault tolerance, and scalability. 

8. API gateway shall use TLS client certificates for Rest API requests. 

9. ISMS real-time diagnostic data feeds shall poll various sources including Windows OS performance 

monitor. 

F. CYBERSECURITY 

0. The ISMS manufacturer shall supply documentation detailing the cryptography used in the supplied 

products including: 
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a. included digital certificates 

b. database encryption 

c. server to workstation connections 

d. server to IFC connections 

e. data at rest on IFC 

1. The ISMS manufacturer must provide proof of independent penetration testing for the release of 

software to be installed. 

2. Vulnerabilities found in the ISMS software must be notified to customers via a CVE Entry for a 

minimum of two years after software release. 

3. The ISMS manufacturer shall supply a software tool external to the ISMS server to test the installed 

server for vulnerabilities. 

4. The system Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) library shall support Microsoft office 365. 

5. The system shall support a SQL Database monitor service which logs SQL Database login attempts. 

 

G. MULTIPLE SERVER CONNECTIVITY 

0. ISMS based on multiple servers shall be supported. 

1. Each server shall communicate directly with its local IFCs. 

2. Should a network failure occur between servers, each server shall continue to communicate with their 

local IFCs. 

3. Should a network failure occur between servers, operators shall be able to continue to manage the 

local system connected to their respective servers. This includes (but is not limited to) the following 

functions: 

a. manage alarms 

b. override and manage doors 

c. arm and disarm alarms 

d. edit cardholders 

e. run reports 

4. Alarms and events from all servers shall be able to be displayed on any or all of the system 

workstations. 

5. The cardholder database shall be automatically replicated to all servers as a global entity. 

6. Replication of cardholder changes shall occur as changes are made and not batch processed. 

7. Communication between servers shall be peer to peer. 
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8. The multiple server environment shall allow for evacuation reports for each site on the multiple server 

system to be generated on one server, for one or more remote servers. 

9. Operator GUI views and program access privileges shall follow the same rules across multiple servers 

as apply within a single server. 

10. ISMS items configured on existing servers shall automatically be recognized by any servers added to 

the multiple server group. Likewise, ISMS items configured on the server(s) being added shall be 

automatically recognized by the existing multiple server group. 

11. Use of software interface custom written modules or scripts to connect servers into a multiple server 

configuration shall not be permitted. 

12. Manual or script re-entry of data for existing servers into any new servers being added to the multiple 

server group shall not be permitted. 

13. Synchronization of data across all servers shall be an automatic real-time function not requiring 

operator intervention or initializing. 

14. Should communication be lost between two or more servers, the individual servers shall continue to 

function independently and shall resynchronize all changes made whilst off-line automatically after 

reconnection to peer servers. 

15. Should a conflict occur resulting from two items being created in two or more servers whilst servers are 

off-line then an alarm shall be raised when the servers are re-joined advising of the conflict. 

16. Should an existing record be modified in two or more servers whilst the servers are off-line then on 

reconnection, the modifications shall be carried out in time order of the modifications. 

17. There must be a native tool within the operator GUI to remove redundant servers from a multiple 

server configuration. The use of scripts or external applications is not allowed. 

 

H. GRAPHICAL OPERATOR INTERFACE 

0. Configuration or operation using scripting or other forms of text-based programming will not be 

accepted. 

1. There shall be a user configurable view, designed specifically for the task and the information needs of 

the operator. 

2. Default operator views shall be provided covering the primary site management functions of: 

a. events 

b. alarm management 

c. cardholder management 

d. access management 

e. site monitoring 
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f. calendars and scheduling 

g. macros 

h. operator management 

i. mobile device management 

j. site wide system changes 

k. reports 

3. The ISMS shall allow the creation of customized views to enable operators to access information 

relevant to a specific business workflow within one screen. 

4. The operator GUI shall be fully configurable by an operator with authorization to configure the GUI. 

5. The operator GUI may be dynamically separated into multiple windows to allow for multi-monitor 

operation, closing the secondary GUI will automatically return navigation items to the primary GUI. 

6. The primary operator GUI will always display an alarm count differentiated by alarm priority. 

7. Each view shall consist of a navigation menu area and a dynamic viewing area as detailed below: 

a. The navigation area shall provide a list of relevant data related to a specific workflow as defined by 

the task at hand. 

b. It shall be possible to select and order the columns of data in the navigation area associated with 

alarm and cardholder views. 

c. Dynamically updated search results shall be provided when typing into the search field for a 

cardholder view. 

d. Selection of a line item in the navigation area shall cause the associated dynamic information 

viewing area to be populated with data relevant to the selected item. 

e. Within the dynamic viewing area one or more data tiles shall be provided to display detailed data 

associated with the navigation area item selected. 

f. Data tiles shall be able to be created based on a range of default tiles provided for this purpose. 

g. Each data tile shall be configurable with the required data fields as determined by the function of 

the tile. 

h. Data tiles shall be maximized to enlarge the display area for that data by single click operation. 

Another single click operation on this tile will return all tiles to original size and location. 

i. When a data tile has been maximized, other tiles shall remain visible in thumbnail format, allowing 

a single click to make them the selected maximized data tile. 

j. Where applicable, minimized tile icons shall display dynamic content. 

k. There shall be provision for displaying data tiles within the dynamic viewing area that link to 

external sources. 
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l. The linked data tile shall allow either a URL address, PDF, or TXT file to be selected. 

8. Navigation from a URL shall be configured either as: 

a. navigation enabled 

b. restricted navigation allowing navigation to hyperlinks on the site but not to enter a URL, 

c. navigation disabled 

9. Auto refresh of a URL shall be configurable down to 1-minute interval 

10. An event view shall be available with the following capabilities: 

a. allow the operator to view events in real-time 

b. the displayed data columns shall be configurable 

c. the columns shall be sortable 

d. auto scroll capability 

11. The event view shall also allow the operator to search for and select historic events, even when they 

have been cleared from the real-time view window. This shall include: 

a. search based on time/date 

b. search based on the source of the event 

c. the selected historic event shall appear in the event window with the same relevant data as if it 

were a real-time event 

d. display a count of the number of events which were found 

12. When a single event has been selected the following information shall be possible to be displayed: 

a. instructions for the operator 

b. details of the event 

c. site plan 

d. cardholder image (where appropriate to the event) 

e. video camera feed (where appropriate to the event) 

f. recent event history for the door (where appropriate to the event) 

g. recent event history for the cardholder (where appropriate to the event) 

13. The system shall support Microsoft Edge as the default browser if WebView 2 Runtime is installed on 

workstations. 

14. Calls from supported intercoms shall be managed from a central location within the GUI using a unified 

intercom viewer. 
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I. SYSTEM OPERATOR MANAGEMENT 

0. Operator establishment and maintenance shall be a restricted privilege. 

1. It shall be possible to define specific ISMS privileges for a group of operators and an individual 

operator can be added or removed to this group without changing any other properties of that group or 

the operator than this relationship. 

2. Operator access to the operator GUI is to be restricted by means of a unique operator identifier and 

password. 

3. It shall be possible to apply password restrictions that consist of (but are not limited to) the following: 

a. minimum password length 

b. mixed case 

c. mixed alpha and numeric characters 

d. mandatory change of password after a defined period 

e. remembering and rejecting at least 999 previously used passwords 

4. There shall be default password restrictions that cannot be disabled as follows: 

a. Passwords must not contain the login name, first name, or last name of the operator 

b. There shall be a file containing common passwords that will not be allowed, this file will be editable 

by the customer to strengthen or relax the disallowed passwords 

5. The system shall support an Active Directory Single Sign-On feature to allow access to the operator 

GUI without password if they are already logged into an authenticated Windows session. 

6. Each operator shall have the authority to alter their own password. 

7. Automatic logoff may occur after a prearm time of up to a maximum of 1440 minutes of operator 

inactivity. 

8. It shall be possible to configure the system to only allow one simultaneous logon per operator. 

9. It must be possible to allow or deny operators access to various menu functions. 

10. It shall be possible to view groups of system objects for individual operators where (example); operator 

for building 1 can see and act on building 1 alarms and also view (only) building 2 alarms with the 

inverse for operator 2 for building 2. 

11. Any menu option not available to an operator should be either greyed out or not visible. 

12. It shall be possible for a suitably authorized operator to view connected data sessions on the ISMS, 

and the following minimum information shall be displayed: 

a. device name 
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b. login credential 

c. session type, i.e. operator GUI, mobile application, data connection OPC/XML etc. 

d. session status 

e. it shall be possible for a suitably authorized operator to terminate any data session 

f.  

J. RESTful API 

0. The ISMS shall support a RESTful web API . 

1. The RESTful API shall support client certificate pinning for connection security. 

2. The RESTful API shall be authenticated and secured using TLS client certificates (2048- bit RSA). 

3. The RESTful API shall support HTTPS for data transfer. 

4. RESTful API should allow Cardholder data Synchronization between ISMS servers 

5. RESTful API shall interface to the Visitor Management component of the ISMS in order to achieve the 

following functions: 

a. Create Visitor 

b. Modify any Visit attributes 

c. Delete Visitor 

6. ISMS shall allow RESTful API to create, amend and delete access schedules as a requirement for an 

SSOT architecture. 

7. RESTful API shall allow for mixed key-and-certificate authentication 

8. RESTful APIs are utilized for Active Directory Cardholder Synchronization 

9. The system shall support Events and Cardholder data Synchronization from a source to destination 

servers by utilizing RESTful APIs. 

 

K. ACCESS CONTROL 

0. The ISMS shall be capable of programming an unlimited combination of access control, security alarm, 

and I/O parameters subject to hardware configuration, and performance/memory limitations within 

each IFC. 

1. For ease of programming, cardholders shall be grouped into groups sharing the same access criteria. 

2. Individual cardholders may be assigned with an extended door unlock time, as may be required by 

cardholders with a disability. 

3. It shall be possible to assign an individual cardholder to an access group on a temporary basis with 

predetermined start and finish times. 
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4. During the period of temporary access, the cardholder shall have the rights of the group to which they 

have been assigned in addition to any permanent access rights they may have been assigned. 

5. The access group details page shall display both permanent and temporary access members with the 

status of temporary members shown as: 

a. pending (with the start and finish times) 

b. active 

c. expired 

6. Any cardholder or access group in the ISMS shall be able to be programmed to have access to any 

combination of controlled doors in the ISMS with each period of access for each door controlled to 

within the nearest minute. 

7. The IFC shall check entry based on all of the following criteria: 

a. correct facility code 

b. authorized card in database 

c. correct issue number 

d. authorized door / access zone 

e. authorized day and time 

f. valid card holder competencies  

g. correct PIN (If PIN entry is required) 

h. double entry (anti-passback, anti-tailgating, or escort modes) 

8. Anti-passback mode shall be able to be configured in any of the following modes: 

a. deny second access to an area if a valid exit has not previously been registered and generate an 

alarm (hard anti-passback) 

b. allow second access to an area if a valid exit has not previously been registered but generate an 

alarm (soft anti-passback) 

c. exclude specific access groups from the rules defined in (a) and (b) above 

9. Anti-passback rules shall be able to be rearm by: 

a. automatically after a pre-arm period after valid entry 

b. automatically at a standard time each day 

c. automatically on exit from site 

d. manually as an override 

10. The ISMS must support global anti-passback allowing multiple access zones to be linked for anti-
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passback, across multiple IFCs utilizing encrypted peer-to-peer communications. 

11. The IFCs shall not rely on the server for anti-passback operation. Global anti-passback shall work 

across multiple IFCs, even if the server is offline. 

12. The anti-passback capability of the ISMS shall enforce anti-passback on a single cardholder for the 

use of multiple credential types (e.g. mobile phone, keyfob, Mifare card). 

13. Anti-tailgate mode shall be able to be configured in any of the following modes: 

a. disallow exit from an area if a valid access has not previously been registered and generate an 

alarm (hard anti-tailgate) 

b. allow exit from an area if a valid access has not previously been registered but generate an alarm 

(soft anti-tailgate) 

c. exclude specific access groups from the anti-tailgate rules 

14. Anti-tailgate rules shall be able to be rearm by either: 

a. Automatically after a pre-arm period after valid entry 

b. Automatically at a standard time each day 

c. Manually as an over-ride 

15. The IFCs shall not rely on the server for anti-tailgate operation. Global anti-tailgate shall work across 

multiple IFCs, even if the server is offline. 

16. The anti-tailgate capability of the ISMS shall enforce anti-tailgate on a single cardholder for the use of 

multiple credential types (e.g., mobile phone, keyfob, card). 

17. Every incorrect PIN attempt shall be notified at the central control as an alarm condition. 

18. The IFC based upon ISMS programming shall be capable of automatically switching the access mode 

of a door at different times of the day based on control parameters received from the ISMS. The 

following access criteria modes are required: 

a. free access (no credential required) 

b. secure access (credential required) 

c. secure and PIN access (credential and PIN required) 

d. override from reader - members of specific access groups shall be able to change the access and 

PINs mode of the door at predetermined times 

e. dual authorization - access is granted when two different but legitimate cards are presented within 

a given time frame 

f. escort - a second card is required to be presented from a designated escort cardholder 

g. shared code - The ISMS operator determines what the code will be and programs this into the 

ISMS. Access is allowed through the door when the correct code is entered 
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19. Cardholder access reporting to the ISMS and logging in the audit trail shall be configurable in two 

modes: 

a. only when there has been a successful presentation of a valid access card or token and the door 

open sensor has detected the door has opened 

b. whenever there has been a successful presentation of a valid access card regardless of whether 

the door has been opened 

20. Readers with integrated PIN pads, or biometric readers using identification shall provide an “Entry 

under Duress” feature. 

21. Duress shall be initiated by the cardholder by incrementing the last digit of their PIN number by one. 

Duress on biometric readers shall be initiated by the cardholder presenting their pre-enrolled “Duress 

finger”. 

a. There must be no indication of a duress entry at the reader. 

b. When a duress alarm is raised at a reader a critical priority “Duress Alarm shall be displayed at the 

ISMS. 

c. It must be possible to configure the ISMS such that duress or other selected critical alarms pop to 

the front of the display, ensuring immediate operator attention. The existence of lower priority 

incoming alarms shall be visible to the operator but must not interrupt their current task. 

22. Zone counting shall be available to provide real-time counting of cardholders in access zones. 

23. The result of the number of cardholders in the zone being outside of the specified range(s) shall 

generate an event or an alarm, depending on ISMS configuration. 

24. The minimum and maximum numbers of cardholders in a zone before an event is generated shall be 

configurable. 

25. It shall be possible to arm a “grace time” (in seconds) to allow the zone count to be outside the 

minimum within the mid-range or outside the maximum number of cardholders without generating an 

event. 

26. It shall be possible to assign a specific message for each of the minimum, mid-range, or above-

maximum conditions. 

27. It shall be possible to arm up the ISMS to prohibit one cardholder from being alone in a zone by: 

a. requiring two valid but different cards to access a zone should the zone count reports zero 

cardholders in the zone 

b. requiring one card to access a zone should the zone count report two or more cards in the zone 

c. requiring one card to exit from a zone should the zone count report three or more cards in the zone 

d. requiring two valid but different cards to exit from a zone should the zone count report two people 

present 

e. prohibiting authorized exit from a zone and generating an alarm if the zone count reports one 
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cardholder present 

28. It shall be possible to increment and decrement zone counting based on physical inputs not related to 

access events. 

29. It shall be possible to increment and decrement zone counting based on logical inputs not related to 

access events. 

30. It shall be possible to schedule an access zone for a “First Card Unlock” mode, whereby the access 

zone is scheduled to go to free access, but only when a suitably privileged card is badged at the 

reader. All other cards will be granted access but will not be able to arm the door to free access unless 

they have the “First Card Unlock” privilege. 

31. It shall be possible for suitably privileged cardholders to toggle the access mode of a zone between 

free and secure by badging their card at the reader twice in quick succession. 

32. It shall be possible for suitably privileged cardholders to log on to a reader with a keypad either by a 

credential or credential and PIN and change the access mode of the zone to either free or secure. 

33. In addition to unlocking a door when granting access, it shall be possible to activate an additional 

output or macro which is uniquely related to the cardholder or access group to which they belong. 

34. It shall be possible to “lock down” specific areas of a site such that cardholders who would usually 

have access, are denied access. Cardholders with suitable privileges such as security personnel will 

still have access. The “lock down” should be activated and/or cancelled by the following methods: 

a. clicking an icon on a site plan 

b. triggered based upon an event within the ISMS 

1) triggering from a preprogramed macro 

2) triggering from the result of a preprogrammed logical expression 

3) triggered from a physical or virtual input 

 

L. CARDHOLDER MANAGEMENT  

0. The cardholder database table shall be structured so that the name field is the master field for each 

record. A background unique identifier may be used as the key field for each record, but this must not 

be required by an operator to identify a cardholder. Use of the card number as the key field is not 

acceptable. 

1. The system must allow a minimum of 15 credential issue levels per card or token. This must deny 

access and raise an alarm to the operator when a wrong issue level is presented to a reader. 

2. Cardholders must be able to be issued with more than one unique access token (i.e. access card, 

biometric identification, and vehicle token) whilst maintaining only one cardholder record in the 

database. 

3. Where biometric identification is required, the biometric data shall be a property of the cardholder 
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record. 

4. Encoding and printing cards shall be properties of the cardholder record. 

5. The options for encoding and printing shall be: 

a. print card 

b. encode card 

c. print and encode card in a single operation 

6. It shall be possible to prevent the duplication and/or re-printing of cards on a per operator basis. 

7. Where a PIN is assigned to a card it should be stored in the database of the ISMS not as part of card 

data. 

8. There must be an option to save a copy of the PIN for later retrieval for forgotten PINs, if this option is 

not selected then a cardholder’s PIN will be saved in a one-way hash to the database. 

9. Card numbers shall be enrolled against a cardholder by manually entering the card number or in the 

case of any Mifare technologies, a reading device connected directly to a workstation. 

10. Access groups shall be linked to cardholders by both assigning access groups to cardholders or 

cardholders to access groups. 

11. At least 64 user-definable data fields shall be provided which may be selectively reported on. 

12. Cardholder Personal Data Fields shall be able to be configured as: 

a. numerically sorted to prioritize position on the cardholder property page 

b. text; user data may be entered 

c. text list; operator selects text from a pre-prepared list of text strings 

d. numeric; operator must enter numeric data 

e. date; calendar dates may be entered based on the workstation date format 

f. image; the field may only contain an image 

g. email; the field contains an email address to be used for communication by the ISMS 

h. mobile number; the field contains a mobile number to be used for communication by the ISMS  

13. Cardholder Personal Data Fields shall have the following characteristics: 

a. default value; the field has a default value assigned 

b. no default value; default value disabled  

c. required field; the value may not be null 

d. unique values; data must be unique from all other cardholder records 
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14. Cardholder data fields shall support regular expression rules to ensure data accuracy. Examples: @ in 

email addresses; employee codes are in the correct format. 

15. It shall be possible to group or filter cardholders for the purposes of editing access, generating reports, 

and assigning operator privileges. 

16. The following information fields shall optionally be displayed on the cardholder editing window: 

a. the date when a cardholder record was created 

b. the date when the record was last modified 

c. access groups that a cardholder is a member of 

d. for ease of programming, cardholders shall be grouped into access groups sharing the same 

access criteria and default cardholder personal data fields 

e. it shall be possible to allocate start and end dates and times for an access groups membership 

f. cardholder additional data fields including images which may include photos, signatures etc. 

g. allocated cards 

h. it shall be possible to enter an expiry date/time for the card 

i. cardholder qualification information (competencies) relating to fields such as “Security Clearance”, 

“Safety Induction” etc. 

j. URL links to additional information which may be located on internal or external web servers 

17. Credential validity period shall incorporate start dates, end dates, start time and end time. Start and 

end times configurable to within one minute. 

18. The system shall be capable of importing database information, on selected cardholders, from other 

systems and be capable of exporting that cardholder’s data, either with or without controlled alteration 

or amendment to other databases. 

19. The system shall support the capability to allow bulk changes to cardholder records. It shall be 

possible to carry out the following changes as a bulk change: 

a. delete selected cardholder records 

b. change custom cardholder data fields 

c. change cardholder card details 

d. change cardholder access options 

e. change cardholder division assignments 

20. A bulk change shall be able to be saved and scheduled to run at a later time. 

21. A window shall be provided to show details of created, saved, edited, pending, successful, and failed 

bulk changes. 
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22. A personal user code (4 to 8 digits) shall be a property of the cardholder record to allow access via 

readers with a keypad and to arm and disarm alarms. 

23. Operator management shall be a property of the cardholder record. 

24. A change history record associated with each cardholder record shall list all changes made to a 

cardholder record, including details of which operator or API login made the changes. 

25. The system shall support an event trail for the cardholder which details recent card usage events for 

the cardholder as well as operator events which have modified the cardholder record. 

26. The number of prior events to be shown or prior length of time to be covered shall be configurable. 

27. The system shall allow different prior length of time / number of prior events to be displayed for 

different operators. 

28. The cardholder record screen shall display a real-time event trail of cardholder activity. 

29. The system shall allow an operator to search for a cardholder: 

a. by entering any part of their first and/or last name, in any order and separated by a space if using 

both. After three characters have been entered the system shall automatically return matching 

results and filter these dynamically as the operator continues to type. 

b. by entering Boolean logic, logical or wildcard operators, or defined conditions / filters. 

30. The system shall allow the cardholder search fields and search results to be configurable. The system 

shall allow different operators to use and see different search fields and search results for cardholder 

administration tasks. 

31. The system shall allow the information returned for a cardholder and visible to the operator to be 

configurable and include any sub-section of the total information stored in the cardholder record (e.g., 

custom data fields, cards, access groups, biometric information etc). Different operators shall be able 

to view different sub-sections of the cardholder information. 

32. It shall be possible to locate a cardholder record by presenting their card to a reading device 

connected directly to an operator’s workstation. 

33.  The system shall allow cardholder information to be viewed and updated in one screen. 

34. Configuring operators shall, subject to the required privileges, be able to design a single screen 

cardholder management view adapted for the specific screen resolution of the operator(s) who will use 

the view, to ensure best use of available screen real- estate. 

35. The system shall be able to display up to 30 historical cardholder activity items instantly in a viewer. 

 

M. INTRUSION ALARM SYSTEM  

0. The ISMS will incorporate a fully functional intrusion detection system. 

1. Any input must be able to be utilized as intrusion alarm input to allow intrusion detection sensors to be 

connected to the system. 
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2. All outputs anywhere within the system shall be available for intrusion alarm purposes (example; 

sounding sirens outside of the active intrusion zone) 

3. Arming and disarming the intrusion detection system shall be either by using card readers, alarm 

management terminals, key-switches or schedules. 

4. It shall be possible for the system to cause readers to beep during entry and exit delays. 

5. It shall be possible for the system to active outputs during entry and exit delays. 

6. It shall be possible to configure the system to isolate faulty external devices so as not to trigger false 

alarms. 

7. It shall be possible to configure the system to fail to arm if an input point is active. 

8. It shall be possible to configure the system to fail to arm if an input point has unacknowledged alarms. 

9. It shall be possible for the system to cause readers to beep when alarms are present in the system. 

10. It shall be possible to arm the system to a test mode to allow for testing and maintenance. 

11. The intrusion alarm zone and the access zone for an area shall be treated as separate logical items. 

12. The intrusion alarm system shall provide a dependency feature whereby an alarm zone does not go 

into the arm state until all dependent alarm zones are in the arm state. 

13. If the alarm zone is arm (armed) and the access door is secure: 

a. A cardholder shall require authorization to both disarm (disarm) the intrusion alarm zone, and to 

access the access zone to be allowed access. 

b. If the cardholder is not authorized to disarm the alarm zone or not allowed to access the access 

zone, then access shall be denied. 

14. If the alarm zone is disarmed and the access door is secure: 

a. A cardholder shall require access to the access zone only for access to be allowed. 

b. If the cardholder is not authorized to access the access zone, then access shall be denied. 

15. For normal operation, after an authorized token is presented, and access is granted, then the alarm 

zone shall remain disarmed after the door relocks. 

16. As an optional function, the alarm zone may auto-arm after a predetermined time period. 

17. When specified, alarm monitoring may use a connection with central alarm monitoring stations via 

digital communicators using Contact ID format, connected directly to the IFC panels. 

18. Connection with central alarm monitoring stations may be by POTS via RS232, TCP/IP or cellular 

networks. 

19. It shall be possible for alarms from one IFC to be transmitted via a second IFC where the digital 

communicator is installed. (Peer-to-peer communications). 
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20. Digital communicators are to be able to communicate alarms from all system IFCs, independent of 

system server. 

21. The system shall report and log all digital communicator activity and the reason for any failure to 

communicate. 

22. The system shall provide for up to two backup communicators on different IFCs to provide automatic 

backup capability should the designated digital communicator fail to operate on the appropriate alarm 

condition. 

23. Cardholders shall be assigned to groups, to which any combination of the following intrusion alarm 

privileges relating to the operation of the system may be assigned: 

a. disarm intrusion alarm zones 

b. arm intrusion alarms zones 

c. view status of alarms and inputs on AMT 

d. acknowledge alarms 

e. shunt inputs 

f. force-arm alarm zones 

g. isolate alarm zones 

h. Alarm Management 

24. The ISMS shall provide entry and exit delays for the arming and disarming of alarm zones 

25. The entry delay shall be configurable from 0 to 999 seconds in increments of one second. 

26. An optional audible warning must sound during the entry delay (from the time the alarm occurs to the 

time that the zone state is changed). It must be possible to designate specific card readers and Alarm 

Management Terminals (AMTs) to sound entry delay warning beeps. Selected output relays should 

also be able to be operated during the entry delay period allowing suitable sounders to be connected 

at required locations. 

27. The exit delay shall be configurable from 0 to 999 seconds in increments of one second. 

28. An optional audible warning must sound during the exit delay (from the time that the alarm occurs to 

the time that the zone state is changed). It must be possible to designate specific card readers and 

AMTs to sound exit delay-warning beeps. Selected output relays should also be able to be operated 

during the exit delay period allowing suitable sounders to be connected at required locations. This 

applies to both manually and automatically changing the state of a zone in the case of automatically 

changing the state of a zone the exit delay and audible warning gives people working late in the 

building time to disarm the alarms or leave the building. 

29. ISMS shall include an alarm escalation as a feature. Where a new event shall correspond to the 

original alarm but will have a higher priority and may include a different arm of alarm relays to operate. 

30. Escalated alarms shall be able to be displayed in a window specifically provided for this purpose. 
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31. Alarms shall be able to be escalated under the following conditions:  

a. Escalate if the alarm is not acknowledged for a period of time. This must be configurable from 0 to 

9999 seconds in increments of one second. 

b. Escalate if the alarm point remains in an active state for a period of time. This must be 

configurable from 0 to 9999 seconds in increments of one second. 

c. Escalate if a user defined zone contains a specified number of unacknowledged alarms from any 

number of alarm points. This must be configurable from 0 to 99. 

d. Escalate if there are two events from the same alarm point within a user- defined period of time. 

This must be configurable from 0 to 9999 seconds in increments of one second. 

e. Escalate if there are two events from different alarm points in a defined group within a user-defined 

period of time. This must be configurable from 0 to 9999 seconds in increments of one second. 

32. It shall be possible to have automatic time-based arming and disarming of alarms. 

33. It shall be possible to configure the system such that events (such as a card badge or operation of a 

key switch connected to an input) can change the state of an alarm zone. 

34. Authorized cardholders shall be allowed to arm and disarm alarm zones by: 

a. code access at an AMT 

b. operation of the card plus PIN reader at an AMT 

c. presenting a valid access card to a card reader associated with the alarm zone, twice within a 

specific time period (sequential presentation of the same card) 

35. It shall be possible to arm and disarm multiple alarm zones from an AMT. 

36. All alarm occurrences shall be presented at the ISMS within 5 seconds of their occurrence at the 

remote field device. 

37. All alarm events shall be viewable from an alarm stack. 

38. It shall be possible to view all alarm events by clicking on interactive site plan icons that, because of 

their changing audible and visual states, indicate the presence of alarms. 

39. All alarm events arriving at the central control shall be time-stamped with the time they occurred and 

the time they were logged at the ISMS. 

40. All alarm events shall have a user-definable alarm priority assigned. A minimum of 8 alarm priority 

levels plus non-alarm event and ignore event shall be provided. 

41. Incoming alarms shall be presented in the alarm stack according to their assigned priority with the 

highest level at the top. Alarms with the same priority shall be presented in time order. 

42. It shall be possible to assign a different audio warning sound to each alarm priority. 

43. It shall be possible to assign a system definable color to each alarm priority. 
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44. Identical consecutive alarms that occur within a predefined time span shall be report as a single alarm 

with the number of occurrences reporting as a flood alarm quantity. 

45. The ISMS must be able to control the priority assigned to any alarm activation according to a schedule. 

This means an alarm activation may be programmed as “Low Priority” during office hours and “High 

Priority” at other times. 

46. It shall be possible to nominate an input (e.g. smoke, fire, or gas detection) as an “Evacuation Input” in 

which case certain doors within the site will change immediately to free access. 

47. The ISMS shall support two-stage alarm processing as: 

a. Acknowledge alarm: 

1) An acknowledged alarm shall remain in the alarm stack and be easily identified as having 

been acknowledged but not yet processed 

2) The ISMS shall record in the activity log that the operator has acknowledged the alarm 

3) A second alarm from the same source as the acknowledged alarm shall be indicated as a new 

alarm 

b. Process alarm: 

1) A processed alarm shall clear from the alarm stack. 

2) The ISMS shall record in the activity log that the operator has processed the alarm. 

48. The system shall allow an operator to multi-select contiguous or non-contiguous alarms in the list to 

add a note, acknowledge, or process all selected alarms in one action. 

49. The alarm list shall support mandatory fields of alarm time, alarm priority and alarm state. 

50. The ISMS shall allow a suitably privileged operator to configure any of the following additional fields to 

be visible in the alarm list and to configure their order: 

a. full alarm message 

b. related cardholder name 

c. acknowledging operator name 

d. alarm Zone 

e. alarm source 

f. related access zone 

g. event type 

h. event group 

i. division of the alarm source 

j. count (occurrences of alarm) 
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51. It must be possible for an operator to sort the alarm list by any of the available fields. 

52. The ISMS shall display a summary of alarms, by priority, which is always visible to the monitoring 

operator and updated dynamically as new alarms occur or existing alarms are acted upon. 

53. The alarm summary shall indicate if there are any unacknowledged alarms for a given priority. 

54. The ISMS shall allow configuration of filtered alarm lists. Alarm lists shall be filterable based on any 

combination of selected divisions, escalation status or alarm priority. 

55. The ISMS shall allow different information to be configured and displayed to a monitoring operator 

based on the type of alarm. 

56. “Door Open Too Long” alarms must display selected and configurable information. Including, as an 

example, the photo and contact details for the cardholder who left the door open, i.e. last successful 

access. 

57. Cardholder related alarms shall automatically display recent events and selected information (name, 

photo, personal details etc.) for the cardholder causing the alarm. 

58. An active alarm shall not be able to be finally processed and cleared from the alarm window until the 

cause of the alarm has been removed and the alarm condition has returned to the normal state. 

59. Pre-programmed alarm instructions shall be available for the operator to provide instructions for 

acknowledging and processing each alarm. 

60. Alarm instructions shall have the following features: 

a. Default alarm instructions shall be able to be programmed and automatically applied to all events 

of a common type e.g., all wrong PIN events applicable to all readers. 

b. Individual alarm instructions shall be able to be programmed and applied to individual alarm 

events. 

c. A repository of configurable data fields of volatile information shall be available when programming 

alarm instructions and applied to alarm instructions via text tags or drag and drop. 

d. When the data fields in the repository are updated, the linked alarm instructions shall automatically 

update with the current value when displayed to an operator. 

61. The alarm instruction text shall be able to be formatted using common text formatting features 

including but not limited to: 

a. bold, italic, underline 

b. text colors 

c. left, center, and right justified 

d. bulleted text 

e. standard Microsoft Windows font types and sizes 
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62. It shall be possible to copy and paste alarm instructions between alarm events. 

63. The alarm window shall allow the operator to enter a comment. Such comment will be date/time 

stamped by the ISMS and recorded against that alarm event in the audit trail. 

64. When required, a pre-defined list of alarm responses shall be available for operators to select the 

appropriate response to an alarm. The alarm responses shall be user configurable to suit site 

requirements. 

65. Keyboard function keys (F1 to F8) shall be mapped to the first 8 alarm response messages to insert 

the associated message via keyboard as required. 

66. ISMS shall allow the user with the appropriate privilege to mute alarms in the alarm stack 

 

N. SITE PLANS 

0. It shall be possible to manage and monitor alarms, overrides, the general real-time status of site items, 

and change device state (example: release a lock) through the operator GUI with the use of interactive 

dynamic site plans, and icons. 

1. The designing and editing of a site plan shall allow: 

a. The basic editing tools to assist in the design and creation of the site plan. 

b. Assigning icons to ISMS functions and place these at any position on a site plan. 

c. Provision for drawing lines and shapes to form objects shall be available. These objects shall be 

able to be associated with ISMS items allowing ISMS item status to be visually indicated by the 

object. 

d. It shall be possible to place free text onto a site plan. 

e. An optional grid shall be available with snap-to-grid available for all objects and vertices. 

f. Individual objects within a site plan shall be able to be moved behind and in front of other objects 

using a layer scheme. 

g. An alignment tool shall be provided to align groups of objects in both x and y dimensions. 

2. External drawings shall be able to be imported into the ISMS from external drawing software. The 

ability to import common and the following file formats shall be supported: 

a. EMF 

b. PDF 

c. PNG 

d. WMF 

e. BMP 

f. JPEG 
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g. GIF 

3. It shall be possible to design and load icons from external software for use in the ISMS. 

4. It shall be possible to design interactive buttons to reside on site plans. On activation, the buttons must 

be capable of performing multiple overrides for ISMS items simultaneously. 

5. When an object is selected on a site plan, it shall present an interactive menu to the operator. All the 

following functionality must be included: 

a. View the current status of a door, input, or output 

b. override a door, input, or output 

c. monitor and acknowledge an alarm 

d. lock/unlock an access-controlled door 

e. Change an unlock schedule on a door 

f. move from one site plan to another 

g. activate an intercom 

h. override an alarm, access, or perimeter fence zone state 

i. generate a report 

6. Site plan usage shall support touch-screen technology and preclude the use of a mouse right-click as 

a separate function. 

7. Site plans shall be capable of pan and zoom functionality. 

8. All open site plans shall be updated immediately if that site plan is amended at any workstation. 

9. Icon names shall use the item name by default, but a shortened name shall be configurable so as not 

to clutter the site plan with text. 

10. The ISMS shall support a search functionality that when searching for an object, it will return a site 

plan containing the object. 

11. There shall be provision for sending a copy of the currently visible site plan to a printer, email, or 

Windows clipboard, natively within the ISMS workstation application. 

12. The site plan shall provide a means to show or hide objects at predetermined zoom levels to assist in 

reducing clutter on a highly populated plan. 

13. When zooming out of the site plan, objects must consolidate into a summarized indicator. 

14. A site plan must support multiple floor layers in a single site plan item. 

15. When panning a site plan, a secondary site plan must automatically present itself when the display 

pans over the location of that site plan that represents that sub-area. 

16. Site plans shall allow icons for third party devices 
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17. Site plans shall allow background color selection 

18. Site Plans shall allow the user to customize its orientation 

 

O. GUARD TOURS 

0. The ISMS shall support multiple guard tours between check points. 

1. There shall be no imposed limit on the number of guard tours that can be configured. 

2. Check points shall be card readers, inputs, or outputs. 

3. There shall be no imposed limit on the number of check points. 

4. Multiple guard tours must be able to run concurrently. 

5. The guard tour shall allow for flexible and configurable timing between check points which shall have 

(but not be limited to) the following: 

a. Transit time: 

1) the time period that it should take the guard to move from the last check point to the next 

check point, 

2) this shall be configurable in hours, minutes, and seconds 

3) the time shall be uniquely configurable for each check point 

b. Deviation;  

1) the time allowed for the guard to be early or late at the check point 

2) this shall be configurable in hours, minutes and seconds, 

3) the time shall be uniquely configurable for each check point 

c. Maximum Late Time 

1) the time period that has elapsed since the guard was expected at the check point wherein, 

they are now considered as “late” to the check point 

2) this shall be configurable in hours, minutes, and seconds 

3) the time shall be uniquely configurable for each check point 

6. The alarm priority for the guard tour events must be configurable. 

7. User configurable instructions shall be available to assist operators when a guard tour alarm occurs. 

8. The ISMS shall have an option to determine whether the guard must badge and open a door for a 

guard tour check point, or just present their card at the check point and not enter. 

9. The ISMS shall be able to send an email and/or SMS alert to selected personnel based on guard tour 

events: 
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a. it shall be possible to configure which events send alerts 

b. it shall be possible to schedule when these alerts are sent 

10. The guard tour shall display in real-time the following information: 

a. the name of the guard 

b. the list of check points 

c. the time the guard is expected at each check point. This time shall display the deviation to indicate 

the time period the guard has to arrive at the check point. 

d. This time period should update dynamically depending on the time the guard arrived at each check 

point. 

11. The time the guard arrives at the check point. 

12. The guard tour status should indicate the following: 

a. not due 

b. due 

c. early 

d. halted 

e. on time 

f. overdue 

g. late 

13. The guard tour shall stop if the guard arrives at an incorrect check point and an alarm shall be raised 

to indicate this. 

14. The ISMS shall be configurable to restrict the individual guard tours that an operator can view. 

15. The ISMS shall be configurable to determine whether an operator can view, edit or delete selected 

guard tours. 

16. It shall be possible to display the real-time status of guard tours on a site map. 

17. The guard tours shall be able to be started and stopped from the site map. 

18. A site map showing the route of the guard tour shall be displayed. 

19. It shall be possible to print a guard tour report directly from the site map. 

20. The reports shall be configurable to filter based on the following criteria: 

a. date/time spanning defined period 

b. guard tour 
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c. guard 

21. The report will provide the following information: 

a. Time of arrival to checkpoint  

b. time between checkpoints  

c. discrepancies on arrival time (early, late, out of sequence) 

d.  guard tour specific alarm acknowledgement and processing. 

 

P. REPORTS 

0. The ISMS shall provide report generation capabilities from the following sources of information: 

a. system activity and health data 

b. cardholder access data 

c. cardholder data fields 

d. cardholder access rights 

e. system / site configuration  

1. The report generation feature shall be easy to use and based on a “checkbox” style of parameter 

selection and preparation. The report preparation process shall provide features to simplify report 

generation by incorporating time period selections such as “yesterday”, “last week”, “last month” etc. 

When these time-based selections are used in a saved report it will dynamically produce a report 

relevant to the time the report is run. 

2. Report cover page, header, and footer, shall be configurable per report. 

3. It shall be possible to re-order report columns. 

4. It shall be possible to resize report columns. 

5. The parameters for producing the report must be fully user definable and must be capable of searching 

on any cardholder or event criteria. 

6. It shall be possible to produce the following types of reports: 

a. any site activity 

b. last known location of all cardholders on site, with cardholder count summary, 

c. unprocessed alarms, un-acknowledged alarms and doors temporarily overridden from secure to 

free 

d. details pertaining to cardholders, including images 

e. time-and-attendance based reports 
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7. Reports shall be able to be saved for future use. 

8. There shall be no limit imposed on the number of reports that can be saved. 

9. It shall be possible to copy a report to be used as a template for another report. 

10. The report shall be generated by any of the following means, as may be required by the operator: 

a. within the report editor 

b. manually triggered from within a map display 

c. triggered by a hardware or software event 

d. a one-time or recurring schedule 

11. The ISMS shall generate and format reports as a background process. This means the operator must 

be able to process alarms, alter database parameters and perform other system changes while the 

report is being generated. Report generation must continue if the operator decides to perform any 

other task. 

12. The ISMS shall have a screen preview function, so that reports can be previewed during report 

preparation and on-screen before they are printed. 

13. The report generator shall be capable of exporting reports in the following formats: 

a. Adobe PDF (.PDF) 

b. Microsoft Word (.DOCX) 

c. Microsoft XPS (.XPS) 

d. Microsoft Excel (.XLSX) 

e. image file (.JPEG) 

f. CSV file with header (.CSV) 

g. CSV file without header (.CSV) 

14. It shall be possible to email reports to nominated people or groups of people using the above format. 

15. The email capability shall be available from within the ISMS itself. Applications that require reports to 

be generated, saved to a file and then emailed using an external email application will not be 

acceptable. 

16. The report generator shall be capable of supporting wildcard searching when filtering data for reports. 

17. It shall be possible for operators to change report parameters when generating reports. 

18. Reports shall be able to be printed at any network-supported printers accessible to the ISMS. 

19. The ISMS shall be able to produce voltage reports for a networked energized fence. 

20. The energized fence voltage reports shall be displayed in graphical form showing the energized fence 
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voltage along with the date and time. 

21. The ISMS shall be able to produce temperature reports for a networked energized fence controller. 

22. The networked energized fence controller temperature voltage reports shall be displayed in graphical 

form showing the energized fence controller’s temperature along with the date and time 

23. Operator privileges shall differentiate between: 

a. report preparation and configuration 

b. report generation only (not allowed to change the configuration) 

24. It shall be possible to generate reports with graphical representations of data for trend analysis in the 

following formats: 

a. bar graph 

b. pie graphs 

c. line graphs 

d. summary report data shall be available in a table format 

25. 23.24 ISMS shall be able to change the start of the reporting week as required 

 

Q. NOTIFICATIONS 

0. Specific event and alarm messages shall be able to be configured to be sent to nominated users via 

either email, SMS message, or mobile device application. 

1. It shall be possible for persons receiving alarm messages to be able to acknowledge the alarms via 

return email or SMS message. 

2. It shall be possible to send notification of imminent card or competency expiry to an individual, their 

manager or other nominated person. 

3. When emailing cardholder details, it shall be possible to send an image of the cardholder from their 

personal data record. 

4. A comprehensive filtering feature shall be provided to manage notification information transmission. 

5. It shall be possible to schedule the notifications. 

6. The notification may be triggered via a pre-configured alarm condition removing the need for operator 

intervention. 

R. BULK NOTIFICATIONS 

0. The ISMS shall allow for the broadcasting of notification messages to multiple recipients directly from 

the server. 

1. The privilege to send the notification must be separate from the permission to create and see the 

notification. 
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2. Preconfigured messages shall be created that may then be sent with a single action by an operator or 

as a system triggered message. 

3. The notification may be sent to groups filtered by previous access time, cardholder creation or 

modification date, access card type, or specific cardholder data criteria. 

4. Notifications shall have the ability to be send to dynamically updated groups based upon cardholder 

location in the ISMS. 

S. AUDIT TRAIL 

0. The ISMS server hard disk shall be used to record all system activity for auditing purposes. 

1. All system activity event along with all details, including but not limited to the following list, shall be time 

stamped with the time of occurrence at the IFC and also the time the event was received by the server, 

to the nearest second, and shall be recorded in the system activity log for archiving: 

a. all access attempts (allowed and disallowed) 

b. alarm events 

c. system events 

d. operator activity 

2. The central control shall provide a facility to archive system data and event records to an archive file to 

free database space for further activity logging. 

3. It shall be possible to archive the data to a network device by specifying a UNC path. 

4. The archive process shall be initiated by either manual operation or automatically on a schedule. 

5. It shall be possible to nominate the number of days of data that shall remain in the database after an 

archive process. 

6. The ISMS reporting functionality shall return results from both live database and archive as a single 

contiguous report. 

7. The system shall allow the workstations to acquire OnDemand subscriptions to the following and 

terminate these subscriptions after 5 minutes of inactivity 

a. Event Viewer 

b. Event Trail title 

c. Event Trail title 

T. MOBILE DEVICE APPLICATION 

0. The ISMS shall have a mobile device application which allows operators to remotely manage the ISMS 

via a smart phone or tablet. Dedicated devices with a single hardware option shall not be acceptable. 

1. The mobile device application must be available on both Android and iOS operating systems. 

2. The mobile device shall connect to the ISMS via: 
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a. Wi-Fi 

b. Mobile carrier data connection 

3. Mobile devices shall be enrolled in the ISMS by way of an authorization code generated on the ISMS. 

4. The mobile device connection must have the option of connecting to the ISMS server via an HTTPS 

proxy. 

5. It shall be possible for the mobile device screen to lock after a preconfigured period of inactivity. 

6. The mobile device shall be able to manage ISMS alarms: 

a. Alarms shall be displayed in different colors to denote the priority. 

b. The alarms shall have a flashing indicator when unacknowledged. 

c. The alarms will have a constant color indicator when acknowledged. 

7. When multiple instances of the same alarm occur within a user-defined time frame, the mobile device 

will present alarms as a group and display the number of alarms in each group. 

8. The application will display the following alarm status: 

a. alarm condition is still in an active state 

b. alarm priority has been escalated 

c. multiple occurrences of the same alarm within a user-defined time frame 

9. The mobile device operator will be able to view alarm details such as: 

a. priority 

b. source of the alarm 

c. date and time 

d. alarm history 

e. contextual instructions on how to proceed resolving the alarm 

10. The mobile device operator will be able to perform operations on the alarm such as: 

a. add notes to the alarm 

b. acknowledge alarms 

c. process alarms 

11. The mobile device operator will be able to filter alarms by (but not limited to) the following states: 

a. priority 

b. acknowledged 
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c. unacknowledged 

d. active 

e. inactive 

f. division 

12. The mobile device shall be capable of monitoring the status of ISMS items such as (but not limited to): 

a. doors 

b. access zones 

c. alarm zones 

d. fence zones 

e. macros 

13. It shall be possible to search for items monitored by the mobile device by selecting from a list or 

entering part of the text relating to the item name. 

14. The mobile device shall be able to override items such as (but not limited to): 

a. doors 

b. access zones 

c. alarm zones 

d. fence zones 

e. macros 

15. The mobile device shall be able to lock down an access zone such that all cardholder access is 

disabled, excluding specifically authorized cardholders. 

16. The mobile device shall have the capability to display the individual cardholders that are located in any 

access zone configured on the ISMS server. 

17. The mobile device application shall have the ability to read Mifare DESFire EV2 credentials using the 

native NFC antenna of the mobile device. 

a. It shall be possible for the mobile application using NFC antenna to log a cardholder into or out of 

an access zone in the same manner as if the cardholder presented their card to a fixed access 

control reader. 

b. The cardholder credentials shall be authenticated by the ISMS and displayed in the user interface, 

clearly indicating an access granted or denied decision. 

c. Access granted and denied decisions shall be indicated by different audio tones. 

d. It shall be possible to continuously read cards without pressing any additional “Read Card” 

buttons. 
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18. The mobile device shall be able to manage cardholders. 

19. It shall be possible to search for cardholders by selecting from a list or entering part of the text relating 

to the cardholder name. 

20. It shall be possible to search for cardholders based on (but not limited to): 

a. card number 

b. user defined data fields such as company, department, employee ID number, license plate etc 

21. The mobile device shall display (but not be limited to) the following cardholder information: 

a. name 

b. the last entered access zone, including date/time 

c. image 

d. access groups 

e. user defined data fields 

f. access credentials 

22. Data fields such as email address, phone number etc. shall be hyperlinks to enable the operator to 

click on the field and automatically be taken to the default email or phone application. 

23. If a cardholder is not authorized for access, or has no active access groups, or has no active token, a 

highlighted message shall appear on the screen to alert the operator. 

24. Is shall be possible to disable a cardholder’s access via the mobile device. 

25. The mobile device shall be able to validate a searched for cardholder: 

a. It shall be possible to conduct a spot check of cardholders whereby the operator can view the 

access credentials of the cardholder on the Mobile device and record whether the cardholder 

passes an ID check and has the appropriate access rights to their current location. 

b. The operator shall select a “Pass” or “Fail” which will be logged at the central server. 

c. It shall be possible for the operator to select user-definable reasons for the pass or fail. 

d. It shall be possible for the operator to enter free text into a notes field. 

e. It shall be possible to record the location of the mobile device to indicate where the spot check 

took place. 

26. The mobile device shall be capable of reading barcodes. 

27. Upon reading a barcode, it shall search for and display cardholder details based on the barcode 

identifier. 

28. The barcode identifier associated with the cardholder must support alpha- numeric characters. 

Numeric only will not be accepted. 
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29. The mobile device shall be capable of reading (but not limited to) the following barcode formats: 

a. Aztec Code 2D 

b. DataMatrix 2D 

c. PDF417 2D 

d. QR Code 2D 

e. Macro PDF417 2D 

f. Semacode 2D 

30. The mobile device shall be capable of reading supported cards 

31. ISMS shall allow the mobile version of the application to connect securely from anywhere on the 

internet hence removing the need for the mobile end point to be on a VPN or corporate network. 

32. The mobile application shall display a selected profile image for cardholders who have been assigned 

this feature. 

U. COMPETENCIES 

0. Competencies shall be cardholder-based assignable attributes, used to determine if the cardholder is 

allowed access to specified areas based on factors relevant to the cardholder. The factors may be 

based on authority, or skill levels, or similar. 

1. Multiple competency attributes may be assigned to one or more cardholder records. 

2. Each competency will assume one of 4 different states: 

a. Active - The competency is currently valid for the cardholder. 

b. Expiry due - The competency is currently valid for the cardholder but will expire in a specified 

period. 

c. Expired - The competency has been assigned to the cardholder but has expired. 

d. Disabled - The competency, is temporarily disabled (or overridden) for the cardholder. 

3. The competency states shall be configurable as “soft” - allowing access but generating an alarm; or 

“hard” - denying access, should a competency requirement not be met. 

4. Each competency shall be individually arm per cardholder. 

5. A field shall be provided to store the reason for disabling a competency. 

6. Competencies shall be configured as required per access zone. 

7. It shall be possible to exempt specific access groups from the requirement to meet specific 

competencies. 

8. Denied access due to an invalid or missing competency shall be displayed to the user at the door 
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reader. 

9. Access permission based on competency criteria must be determined at the IFC, independent of the 

ISMS being on-line. 

10. The reason for denied access due to an invalid competency shall be displayed on the door reader or 

keypad. 

11. Advance warning of a cardholder’s competency about to expire shall be sent to the individual and/or 

other nominated persons via email. 

12. A consolidated report detailing competency expiry warnings for cardholders shall be sent via email to 

the associated manager. 

V. ELEVATOR CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT  

0. The ISMS shall provide fully integrated elevator control facilities. The elevator control access 

equipment must communicate with the same central control as the door card readers. 

1. The elevator control architecture shall comprise a card reader in each elevator car, reporting to 

elevator control interface equipment mounted in or near the elevator motor room. Reader type shall be 

as specified for use on access control doors. 

2. The elevator control system shall be capable of controlling access independently in a number of 

elevator shafts simultaneously. 

3. The elevator control system shall incorporate dedicated intelligence and a local database of authorized 

cardholders. 

4. Each elevator reader shall be identified independently at the central control by means of a unique plain 

language descriptor. The central control plain language descriptor shall be at least 60 characters in 

length. 

5. The ISMS shall raise an alarm if the elevator reader stops communicating with its elevator controller. 

6. The elevator control shall check entry based on all of the following criteria: 

a. correct facility code 

b. authorized card in database 

c. correct issue number 

d. authorized level 

e. authorized time of day 

f. correct PIN (If PIN entry is required) 

7. The access mode for each floor of an elevator shall be capable of automatically changing according to 

the programmed time schedules, as received from the central control. The following access criteria 

modes are required: 
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a. free access (no credential required) 

b. secure access (credential required) 

c. secure and PIN access (credential and PIN required) 

d. dual authorization - access is granted when two different but legitimate cards are presented within 

a given time frame 

e. escort - a second card is required to be presented from a cardholder who is nominated in a 

specified access group 

f. shared code - The ISMS operator determines what the code will be and programs this into the 

ISMS. Access is allowed through the elevator when the correct 4-digit code is entered 

8. Levels must be securable on a level-by-level basis, using command instructions transmitted from the 

central control. 

9. The central control must provide operator override facilities to enable temporary override capability on 

a level-by-level basis. 

10. Where a low-level interface is specified: 

a. The interface between the access system elevator control equipment and the elevator switching 

control equipment shall be via dry relay contacts. 

b. The voltage from the elevator system connected to the relays shall not exceed 24 volts DC/AC. 

c. The elevator control system shall provide one relay contact per elevator shaft per level for the 

ISMS. This relay contact shall be used to interface with the elevator switching control equipment. 

d. An input shall be provided for each level per elevator to indicate what level the user selected. On 

activation of this input all relays return to secure state. 

11. Where a high-level interface is specified: 

a. The interface between the access system elevator control equipment and the elevator switching 

control equipment shall be via RS-232 or TCP/IP connection depending in the elevator system 

requirements. 

b. The elevator control equipment will provide feedback as to which level was selected by the 

cardholder. 

W. PARKING LOT MANAGEMENT 

0. The ISMS shall have built-in parking lot management functionality. 

1. Parking privileges may be allocated to a single cardholder or a group of cardholders. 

2. Parking functionality for a group of cardholders: 

a. When occupancy of a group’s car parks is reached the system shall disallow entry to members of 

that group until another group member has left the parking area. 
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b. The parking functionality may allow for a cardholder to enter the parking area temporarily although 

there are no available parking spots for their group to ensure they do not cause a traffic jam at the 

entry point. 

c. If the cardholder that was allowed temporary entry does not leave the car park area after a 

configured period of time, then an alarm shall be raised in the ISMS. 

d. If another member of the parking group leaves the car park, then this shall allow the cardholder 

with temporary entry to remain in the parking lot. 

3. The ISMS shall provide a real-time display to show the current occupancy of parking lots. 

4. The parking lot system shall use standard readers and i/o devices to interface to barrier arms. 

5. There shall be a terminal provided that gives feedback to a cardholder at the time of credential 

presentation. 

6. The parking lot system shall support all credentials specified in this document including Bluetooth. 

X. LOCKER SYSTEM 

0. The ISMS shall include a locker management solution. 

1. The lockers shall have the ability to be dedicated to a single person or allocated on- demand via a 

terminal when needed. 

2. On-demand allocation of lockers shall not be reliant upon the ISMS server. 

3. The lockers shall be able to be configured as either having an expiry period, or permanently assigned. 

4. The locker management system shall use standard readers and i/o devices to interface to locker bank 

hardware. 

5. There shall be a terminal provided that gives feedback to a cardholder as to which locker they have 

been provided at the time of credential presentation. 

6. A single terminal shall be able to support up to 256 lockers. 

7. There shall be no limit to the total number of lockers in the system. 

8. The locker management system shall support all credentials specified in this bid including Bluetooth. 

Y.     PRE-PROGRAMMED OVERRIDE MACROS 

0. To allow for making changes to the ISMS configuration on demand, it shall be possible to pre-

configure the required changes and assign them to a macro action. 

1. Macro actions shall be capable of (but not limited) the following: 

a. open doors 

b. change door modes such as free, secure, secure with PIN, dual authority 

c. anti-passback forgive 
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d. active and release zone lock down 

e. rearm the cardholder count in a zone 

f. switch an output on and off 

g. activate the generation of pre-configured reports 

h. start and stop a guard tour 

i. initiating another macro 

2. A macro shall be capable of activating multiple actions from within a single macro. There shall be no 

fixed limit to the number of actions that can be configured. 

3. An operator shall be able to initiate the macro via either a menu item or by a site plan icon. 

4. Macros shall be capable of being activated by any ISMS events. 

5. Macro configuration must be by the use of GUI features such as drop-down lists and drag and drop 

techniques. The use of script language to write macros is not acceptable. 

6. It shall be possible to initiate macros based on a on a time schedule. 

7. Macros shall be able to execute Microsoft Windows command line actions. 

8. Up to 300-character variables shall be able to be specified for each command line. 

9. Each macro shall be able to contain multiple command line entries. 

10. The configuration and execution of command line macros shall be user account name and password 

protected. These usernames and passwords shall be obscured on entry and transmitted and stored at 

the central command ISMS server in an encrypted format. 

Z.    VISITOR MANAGEMENT KIOSK 

0. The ISMS shall allow visitors to self-register as defined in this section. 

1. The kiosk shall operate on a workstation provided to the specification defined in 

2. “System Servers and Workstation Hardware”. 

3. The kiosk shall support touch screen functionality. 

4. Visitor personal details shall be stored if required, to be reused for future visits. 

5. Visit details shall be recorded in the ISMS event database. 

6. Attributes associated with the visit shall be configurable and arm as mandatory or optional fields. 

These shall include: 

a. the reception where the visitor(s) will be expected to arrive 

b. the visitor category 
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c. the person the visitor(s) will be meeting 

d. visitor arrival time 

e. visitor departure time 

f. building access rights to be given to the visitor(s) 

g. visitor photo-ID image 

7. Visitor details for several visitors associated with a single visit shall be able to be pre- registered into 

the ISMS. 

8. A welcome (default) screen shall be customer configurable to allow branding and imagery to be 

displayed. 

9. The kiosk shall support visitor site induction. 

10. The induction feature shall be customer configurable, incorporating the following features: 

a. induction videos 

b. multi-choice questionnaire depending on induction level required 

c. multiple questionnaires 

d. induction hint feature to allow the visitor to request a hint for questions 

e. notify the host that the visitor requires induction assistance 

f. a conditions of entry screen 

g. a privacy statement screen 

11. Visitors shall be able to search for themselves in the system and carry out the following functions: 

a. add or update their details 

b. capture a photograph via a camera connected to the kiosk 

12. The ISMS shall raise an alarm should a visitor not sign out by the due time. 

13. If the visitor has been assigned an access token, then the visitor shall be able to present their token as 

identification. 

14. The kiosk shall support business card scanning via a Dymo Executive Business Card Scanner. 

15. The kiosk shall support passport and driver license scanning via ScanShell products. 

16. For pre-arranged visits, the visitor shall be able to pick the visit from a drop-down list. 

17. The visitor shall be allowed to print a visitor label. 

18. Visitors shall be able to advise their host via the ISMS that they have arrived via email or SMS 

message. 
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19. Hosts shall be able to arm the status of visitors to ensure current status of each visitor is always 

known. Host options shall include: 

a. marking a visitor on or off site 

b. reprinting a badge for a visitor 

c. updating visitor details such as arrival and departure times 

d. assigning an access card to the visitor 

20. Tour groups shall be catered for. 

a. Tour group members are not individually named, however the number of people in the group shall 

be recorded. 

21. Groups of visitors shall be selectable as a group and their status processed as a single action. 

22. The kiosk shall support a QR Code scanner. 

a. Upon creating an appointment, the visitor may be emailed a QR code which can be used to sign 

in. 

b. The QR code if used for sign in shall also be used for signing out. 

AA.    VIDEO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INTEGRATION 

0. The ISMS shall be capable of concurrently interfacing with VMS from multiple vendors. 

1. It shall be possible for the ISMS to view live video from multiple cameras within its interface. 

2. The ISMS shall be capable of viewing stored (archived) video from the VMS within its interface. 

3. Where supported by the integrated VMS, it shall be possible to operate camera controls such as: 

a. PTZ 

b. pause 

c. forward 

d. rewind 

4. It shall be possible to maximize a camera window. 

a. Whilst a camera window is maximized, the other camera windows should be changed to live 

thumbnail images to ensure the operator is able to see activity in all cameras. 

5. It shall be possible to drag a camera icon from a site plan into a video view to dynamically be able to 

view cameras in an ad hoc manner. 

6. It shall be possible to drag a camera icon from a list into a video view to dynamically be able to view 

cameras in an ad hoc manner. 

7. It shall be possible to find a camera from a search box. 
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8. Where supported by the integrated VMS, it shall be possible for the ISMS to send a message to the 

VMS to move cameras to priests. 

9. Where supported by the integrated VMS, it shall be possible for the ISMS to receive motion detection 

and video analytic events from the VMS. 

BB.    DOOR FUNCTIONALITY – CONNECTED TO CONTROLLER 

0. Access control for a door shall allow for the following features where specified: 

a. access reader 

b. emergency release switch input 

c. reception control switch input 

1. Egress control for a door shall allow for the following features where specified: 

a. exit reader 

b. push button request to exit 

c. emergency exit break-glass 

2. A push button request to exit shall record the exit in the event database. 

3. When requested by a valid means of access or egress, the door shall unlock for a prearm period, after 

which the door shall relock. 

4. The door relock time shall support three modes of operation: 

a. the door lock output will relock immediately on door open 

b. the door lock output will relock after a door open/close cycle 

c. the door lock output will relock after the configured time regardless of open-close cycles 

5. The period of unlock shall be extended should a cardholder have a suitable privilege. 

6. All entry and exit methods shall be recorded in the event in the event database. 

7. The door shall be monitored for both door open/closed, and door locked/unlocked using concealed 

monitor switches appropriate for the door installation. 

8. Where the door is a double door, the inactive door leaf shall also be monitored for door open/closed 

and door unlocked/locked. The inactive leaf door monitor switches may be connected as part of the 

active door leaf monitoring. 

9. It shall be possible to configure the door in a way that generates a forced door alarm should the door 

be unlocked and/or opened without first being released by the ISMS. 

10. Should a door be left unlocked or open after a pre-arm time, an alarm shall be generated reporting the 

condition. 
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11. The door open/unlocked warnings shall provide an audible warning at the door. 

12. It shall be possible to disable the reader audible warning. 

13. It shall be possible to generate the audible warning via a relay connected elsewhere in the ISMS 

including any other IFC. 

14. Should a valid request to access a door be generated and access not taken, this will be recorded as a 

different event and the door will be re-secured. 

15. The ISMS shall have a lock down feature whereby cardholders who would usually have access to 

doors are denied access. 

16. It shall be possible to assign specific cardholders the right to access a door when the door is in lock 

down, whilst refusing access to all other cardholders. 

17. It shall be possible to create an interlock relationship between groups of doors for situations such as 

airlocks whereby a door cannot be opened until other doors or inputs are closed. 

18. Up to 20 doors shall be included in any interlock group. 

19. It shall be possible to configure interlock groups via GUI drag and drop functionality without the 

requirement to write scripted logic. 

20. It shall be possible to assign outputs that advise cardholders that there is an interlocked state active. 

21. The ISMS shall support a challenge or video verification mode as specified below: 

a. When a card is presented at a reader, images from the cardholder database (as many as required) 

shall be displayed in the challenge view of an operator GUI. 

b. Associated with the images, it shall be possible to display a video image from one or more 

assigned cameras. 

c. In challenge mode it shall be possible to view a site plan showing the location and status of the 

controlled entry point and nearby items. 

d. In challenge mode it shall be possible for the operator to view the status of the cardholder’s cards 

and competencies for informing the cardholder, at the time of entry, if any expiries are imminent. 

e. Related data fields shall also be able to be displayed, associated with the cardholder (name 

details, department etc). 

f. Associated with a challenge entry, the selection and layout on screen of cardholder images, 

cardholder personal data, cardholder card or competency status, site plans or video images must 

be configurable using simple drag and drop or click and drag techniques to resize or reposition 

information. 

g. The challenge mode shall be configurable to either: 

1) Automatically grant access to a valid card and display the current access decision (granted or 

denied) to the challenge operator. 
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2) Require operator intervention to grant access to a valid cardholder. 

22. Should a second challenge be requested while an unanswered challenge remains in the ISMS, the 

second and subsequent challenges shall queue automatically awaiting response. 

23. It shall be possible for an operator to view waiting challenge events and to select and process 

challenge events within the queue in any order they choose. 

24. The ISMS shall allow challenge events to be managed from a single full- screen view per operator or 

multiple filtered views, as dictated by the specification. 

CC.    DOOR FUNCTIONALITY – DATA ON CARD 

0. Where specified, doors shall be managed using an offline door locking system. 

1. A single interface shall be provided that allows for administration and reporting including both the 

online and offline locking systems. 

2. The offline doors shall be fully integrated into the ISMS as described below: 

a. Card technology shall be contactless Mifare Classic, Mifare Plus, or Mifare DESFire EV2. 

b. Card encoding shall be carried out as a single encode operation for both online and offline door 

readers. 

c. Operational data shall be transferred between the ISMS and offline doors automatically, without 

the need for specific operator actions. This data shall include: 

1) multiple levels of door low battery voltage alarms 

2) access activity from all doors 

3) blacklisted card information 

4) changes to cardholder access privileges 

d. Access privileges based on time and day shall be available, with full flexibility in specifying the time 

intervals or day types for any cardholder. 

e. It shall be possible to configure the ISMS to ensure access updates for offline doors are enforced 

within a given period of time, configurable as a minimum of 1 day. 

f. Access privilege changes must not require connection of a management device to the escutcheon 

(eliminating the need to update each door escutcheon when a user is added or removed). 

g. The ability to specify an extended door opening time for specific cardholders shall also be 

available for offline doors. 

h. Offline doors shall support partitioning to allow specific administrators to control and assign access 

privileges within their own environment/facility. 

3. The range of hardware shall include an option for an internal privacy lock which, when activated, 

prevents entry except for privileged users. 
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4. Hardware shall not use proprietary batteries. Batteries must be commonly available types. 

5. Battery life shall support a minimum of 35,000 operations before replacement is required. 

6. The escutcheon hardware shall be compatible with the lock hardware specified for this project. 

7. Basic maintenance (changing batteries, changing basic configuration) shall be able to be carried out 

by general maintenance staff with minimal instruction. 

8. The offline escutcheons should be able to hold an audit trail of at minimum the last 1000 events. 

9. The offline escutcheons shall be able to function in a variety of modes such as but not limited to, free 

(unlocked), secure (locked) by schedule or as controlled by a cardholder with privilege to change the 

escutcheon mode. 

10. It shall be possible to change a door state between the free and secure states using an authorized 

card. 

11. It shall be possible to specify on a user-by-user basis what modes they can place the lock in (e.g. free 

or secure) and override functions the user can perform (i.e. entry allowed when privacy lock is on). 

12. A handheld programming device may be used for the purposes of: 

a. diagnosing problems 

b. performing an emergency opening of an offline device 

c. updating software 

d. provide power to the escutcheon to allow resolving a no battery voltage situation, 

e. initializing hardware 

13. Multiple levels of warning for low battery indication including audible, visual and physical warnings (i.e. 

initially a visual signal progressing to an audible and visual indicator and then finally progressing to an 

audible, visual and delayed opening of the door to indicate/prompt someone to report the occurrence). 

One or all may be used. 

14. The hardware range shall include the ability to upgrade offline doors to online via wireless through a 

wireless gateway. 

DD.    DOOR FUNCTIONALITY – WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY  

0. Where specified, doors shall be managed using a wireless door locking system. 

1. A single, seamless user interface shall be provided within the head end to ensure integrity of access 

decisions are maintained within the primary access control system. 

2. The flow of information from the RFID card shall be transmitted instantaneously to the wireless card 

reader/lock, (lever set /escutcheon or cylinder type) which shall in turn send the card credentials to the 

hub and access control system. 

3. The ISMS shall provide real-time access decisions as described elsewhere in this specification. 
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4. Assignment of access privileges for use in both online and wireless doors shall be available through a 

single interface. 

5. Card encoding shall be carried out as a single encode operation for both online and wireless door 

readers 

6. A wireless RS485 communication hub shall support up to 8 wireless locksets and have reliable 

communication to each reader within 15 meters. 

a. Wireless hubs shall be able to be wired in series with RS485 compatible cable. 

b. The wireless hub shall conform to the radio standard applicable to the region of installation and 

conform to IEEE802.15.4 (2400 – 2483.5 MHz). 

c. AES-128 encryption shall apply for communication between the hub and each wireless reader. 

d. Up to 16 (installer selectable) channels per hub shall be available to ensure each wireless 

escutcheon or cylinder is configured with reliable communication. 

e. Hardware shall not use proprietary batteries. Batteries must be commonly available types. 

f. Battery life shall support a minimum of 35,000 operations before replacement is required. 

7. The wireless doors shall be fully integrated into the ISMS as described below: 

a. Card technology shall be contactless Mifare Classic, Mifare Plus, or Mifare DESFire EV2. 

b. Operational data shall be transferred between the ISMS and wireless doors automatically, without 

the need for specific operator actions. This data shall include: 

1) multiple levels of door low battery voltage alarms 

2) access activity 

3) blacklisted card information 

4) changes to cardholder access privileges 

8. The escutcheon hardware shall be compatible with the lock hardware specified for this project. 

9. Basic maintenance (changing batteries, changing basic configuration) shall be able to be carried out 

by general maintenance staff with minimal instruction. 

10. An installer service tool shall communicate with each wireless hub and enable configuration, 

management, and override of each door independent of the access control system. 

EE.         FIELD HARDWARE 

0. The IFC shall be the main controller in the field. The ISMS shall communicate directly with all IFCs. 

1. The IFC shall use a Linux operating system, this OS shall be specifically re-developed for a security 

purpose. Applications on a general-purpose OS such as Windows CE, Arduino, or a standard Linux 

kernel shall not be accepted. 
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2. Each IFC shall be intelligent such that in the event of failure of power or communications to the ISMS, 

for whatever reason, the IFC shall continue to allow or deny access based on the full security criteria at 

time of disconnection. 

3. The IFC shall store on-board all the security and access parameters to operate completely 

independently from the central control server. Systems that rely on the central control server for 

access decisions will not be considered. 

4. The IFC shall buffer activity data and immediately transmit it to the central control server upon re-

establishment of communications. 

5. Should communications fail with the ISMS, each IFC shall be capable of buffering up to 80,000 events. 

6. All events shall be time-stamped at the IFC at the time of occurrence. 

7. ISMS that only time stamp the event upon receipt at the central control hardware shall not be 

acceptable. 

8. The IFC shall be capable of storing up to 500,000 card records with associated access criteria. 

9. The IFC shall support the use of six-state end-of-line circuits and enunciate whether the circuit is open, 

closed, alarm, trouble, open circuit tampered, or short circuit tampered as separate conditions. 

10. A configurable range of end-of-line resistor values shall be supported as a software function to support 

pre-existing input circuits when required. 

11. The IFC shall include tamper protection for the front and the back of the panel. The front panel shall be 

tamper protected for door open, and the rear of the panel to detect if the panel has been removed from 

the wall. These shall use optical tamper detection. Mechanical tamper devices are not acceptable. 

12. The IFC shall incorporate an ARM 9 processor with at least 256 Megabytes of non- volatile FLASH 

EEPROM. The IFC shall incorporate boot code in a protected sector of the flash memory. For software 

upgrades, all IFC software shall be downloaded from the central server over the network 

13. The IFC shall support direct download via USB to allow local upgrade of the IFC. 

a. The upgrade process shall only accept authenticated downloads via the USB port. 

14. The IFC shall operate from a DC power supply with battery backup. 

15. The IFC shall continue to operate for at least 24 hours in the event of a mains supply failure. 

16. The IFC shall be capable of automatically detecting and reporting a low power condition. 

17. IFCs shall automatically restart and resume processing following a power failure. 

18.  IFCs shall be fitted with “watchdog” hardware and software to provide automatic detection and restart 

should the processor lock up. 

19.  The IFC shall contain its own real-time clock. The clock shall be synchronized with the central control 

server clock at least once per hour. The accuracy shall be such that the time difference between IFCs 

shall not vary more than 0.5 second at any time. 
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20. The IFC shall be allocated to a time zone appropriate to the IFC location to accommodate for 

regionally and globally located IFCs. 

21. The IFC shall have an on-board Ethernet (TCP/IP) connection and driver supporting 10Baarm and 

100Baarm operation. Third party plug-in RS485/Ethernet modules will not be accepted. 

22. The IFC shall have IPv6 address support. 

23. The IFC shall support DHCP addressing. 

24. The ISMS shall natively support WAN and NAT configurations to communicate with IFCs on distributed 

networks. 

25. The IFC shall support DNS operation. 

26. Should the primary DNS not be available, the IFC shall be able to automatically establish contact with 

a secondary or tertiary DNS. 

27. The IFC shall be provided with a pre-configured IP address to allow offline initial configuration via a 

web browser application when required. 

28. It shall be possible to view the IFC status and configuration for commissioning and diagnostic 

purposes without the use of the central server software or other proprietary software. This may be 

achieved using a conventional web browser. 

29. The IFC diagnostic web interface shall not share common log on credentials with any other installed 

site. 

30. Should excessive network broadcast traffic occur (resulting from a denial-of-service attack or similar), 

an alarm shall be generated. 

31. The IFC shall support a high security configuration that disables unnecessary ports and legacy 

communication methods, this shall be achieved by an onboard jumper or DIP switch. 

32. All ISMS data communication between the central server and IFCs shall be encrypted using an 

industry standard symmetric encryption algorithm equivalent to AES-256 or stronger. 

33. Communication between the management application and IFCs shall be continuous and monitored for 

interruption. 

34. The IFC shall include one RS232 multi-communications port. 

35. The IFC shall include one USB 2.0 port. 

a. There may be a USB removed version of the IFC as a derivative of the standard model 

36. Remote communication between the IFCs and the ISMS server shall use the switched telephone 

network circuits. 

a. Incoming connection shall be via an ISP service. 

b. Outgoing connections via modems connected to the customer LAN are not permitted. 
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37. The IFC shall support a cellular module for alarm transmission to multiple alarm monitoring stations via 

a cellular network. 

38. The IFC shall support logic functionality by way of configurable logic blocks. 

a. The IFC logic functionality shall be able to be run independent of the ISMS server being online. 

39. The following items shall be useable as input parameters to logic blocks: 

a. physical input states 

b. output states (both physical and logical) 

c. door states 

d. other logic block states 

40. Up to ten logic block input parameters shall be configurable in AND/OR combinations to cause a logic 

block to operate. 

41. When a logic block changes state according to the input parameters then the following types of items 

may change to reflect the state of the logic block: 

a. virtual output (software based) 

b. physical relay 

42. The state change of the logic block shall have configurable timing options with at least the following: 

a. explicit 

b. delay on 

c. delay off 

d. pulsed 

e. maximum on time 

f. latched 

43. The IFC logic block shall be able to trigger actions across multiple IFCs, independent of the ISMS 

server being online. 

44. A separate alarm message shall be transmitted to the ISMS for at least the following alarm conditions. 

The alarm message shall be displayed in plain language text. 

a. tamper 

b. tamper return to normal 

c. unit stopped responding 

d. card error 

e. maintenance warning 
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f. alarm sector state change 

g. user arm alarm 

h. user disarm alarm  

i. card trace 

j. wrong PIN 

k. access denied 

l. duress 

m. zone count maximum 

n. zone count minimum 

o. door open too long 

p. forced door 

q. door not locked 

r. power failure, 

s. system reboot 

t. intercom 

45. The IFC shall communicate with and control the following equipment: 

a. biometric access readers 

b. card access readers with PIN keypads 

c. elevator access equipment 

d. alarm monitoring input/output panels and equipment 

e. alarm response equipment 

46. All communications links between the IFCs and remote devices shall be monitored such that an alarm 

is raised at the central control if the data being transmitted is corrupted or tampered with in any way. 

47. All data communication between IFCs shall be encrypted using an industry standard symmetric 

encryption algorithm equivalent to AES-256 or stronger. 

48. All data communication between IFCs shall use an industry standard asymmetric encryption algorithm 

for mutual authentication and session key negotiation. This algorithm shall be equivalent to ECC P-384 

or stronger. Session keys shall be re- negotiated on a regular basis at intervals no longer than 30 

hours. 

49. Communication between IFCs and downstream devices shall support a high-speed serial protocol of at 

least 1Mbit/second. 
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50. The IFC shall support up to 10 high speed serial communication ports. 

51. The IFC shall support up 80 devices comprising a combination of readers, I/O devices and sensors. 

52. Devices connected to the high communication serial port shall contain a manufacturer’s unique serial 

number. 

53. When connected to an IFC, the serial number of the downstream device shall be reported to the ISMS. 

54. Once assigned to a function within an IFC, if any attempt is made to substitute readers in the field 

without authorization, an alarm shall be generated. 

55. The IFC shall support the Wiegand connections protocol, supporting up to 65,535 bits. 

56. Wiegand formats shall be configurable, allowing for: 

a. number of bits 

b. facility/site code bits 

c. card number bits 

d. parity bit configuration 

57. The IFC shall have OSDP reader support. 

58. The IFC shall provide relay output facilities that are activated in response to alarm activations. Relay 

functions required are: 

a. Activate and latch a relay in response to an alarm. Relay to remain latched until alarm processed. 

b. Activate a relay for pre-arm “pulse” time. The relay to release after the “pulse” time lapses. 

c. Relay activation to “mirror” or “follow” the alarm input activation. 

59. The ISMS shall incorporate relay outputs that can be activated according to time schedules, rather 

than alarm event. 

FF.     ACCESS CONTROL READERS – MULTI-TECHNOLOGY  

0. The reader shall support the following technologies: 

a. Proximity 125 kHz 

b. Mifare Classic 

c. Mifare Plus 

d. Mifare DESFire EV1 

e. Mifare DESFire EV2 

f. NFC 

g. Bluetooth LE 
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1. The reader shall be capable of reading the CSN of the Mifare card and store the CSN in the ISMS 

database 

2. The readers shall support self-discovery on the ISMS. 

3. Readers shall contain a manufacturer’s unique serial number. 

4. When connected to an IFC, the serial number of the reader shall be reported to the ISMS. 

5. Once assigned to a function within an IFC, if any attempt is made to substitute readers in the field 

without authorization, an alarm shall be generated. 

6. Data communication rate between IFCs and readers shall be at least 1Mbit/second. 

7. Communication sessions between IFCs and readers shall use certificate exchange protocols using 

keys with a minimum strength of ECC P-256. 

8. Data communication between IFCs and readers shall be encrypted and use a minimum of AES-128. 

9. Readers shall generate a heartbeat signal to enable the IFC to identify lost communications and 

thereby generate an alarm. 

10. Readers shall be upgradeable via software downloaded from the ISMS without any intervention at the 

reader. 

11. The reader must accept a message from the IFC to advise that data from reader to IFC has been 

received and to consequently stop sending the card data. 

12. Each reader shall be identified independently on the ISMS by means of a unique plain language 

descriptor. The plain language descriptor shall be at least 60 characters in length. 

13. Where a card only reader is specified, the reader shall include: 

a. Integrated reader module supporting the technologies listed above. 

b. The card only reader option shall include an audible beeper and red/green LEDs to provide user 

feedback. 

1) A steady red LED shall indicate door secure. 

2) A flashing red LED shall indicate access denied. 

3) A steady green LED shall indicate door free access. 

4) A flashing green LED shall indicate access granted. 

5) It shall be possible to turn off the reader LED indication via the ISMS software. 

c. The beeper shall give different beeps to indicate: 

1) access granted 

2) access denied 

3) second card required when dual card authorization or escort mode is programmed 
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4) it shall be possible to turn off the reader beeper via the ISMS software 

14. The readers must comply with at least IP68 environmental protection rating. 

15. The readers must comply with an impact rating of at least IK07 

16. A vandal resistant enclosure having an impact rating of at least IK08 shall be available where: 

17. Vandal covers shall be fixed to the wall surface using tamper- resistant screws. 

18. Vandal covers shall have beveled edges to limit the ability for persons to use the reader as an aid to 

climbing. 

19. All external surfaces shall be beveled and without protruding parts to meet anti-ligature requirements. 

20. The reader must be RoHS compliant 

21. The reader shall operate with a temperature range of -30oc to +70oc. 

22. Where a PIN pad is specified, the reader shall include: 

a. integrated reader module supporting the technologies listed above 

b. a minimum of a 3.5” LED color display indicating: 

1) card required 

2) PIN required 

3) access denied 

4) intrusion alarm arm 

5) intrusion alarm disarm 

6) free access 

7) second card required 

23. The display shall support multiple languages which shall be selectable from the ISMS software. 

24. The reader shall display information to the user using a combination of text and graphics. 

25. The reader shall display the date and time. 

26. a backlit PIN pad fully integrated with the reader. 

27. The PIN pad shall include: 

a. numerical 0 to 9 keys 

b. a cancel key 

c. an enter/accept key 

d. two soft keys that vary according to the current usage of the keypad 
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28. Menus shall be accessible by logging on with either a card or a PIN. 

29. The reader shall be capable of (but not limited to) carrying out the following functions: 

a. Arm alarm zones: a minimum of 50 per reader must be supported. 

b. Disarm alarm zones; a minimum of 50 per reader must be supported. 

c. View alarms: a minimum of 100 per reader must be supported. 42.12.10.4. Acknowledge alarms; a 

minimum of 100 per reader must be supported. 

d. View alarm history: a minimum of 100 per reader must be supported. 

e. Change the door to free access mode. 42.12.10.7. Change the door to secure access mode. 

f. Change the door to operate from a user defined schedule. 

g. Turn outputs on and off; a minimum of 50 per reader must be supported. 

h. View the status of inputs; a minimum of 100 per reader must be supported. 

i. Isolate inputs: a minimum of 100 per reader must be supported. 

30. User definable custom images shall be displayed on the screen when the reader is idle. 

31. The reader shall support the following image formats:  

a. PNG 

b. JPG 

c. JPEG 

32. It shall be possible to adjust the reader beeper via the ISMS software to the following volume levels: 

a. off 

b. quiet 

c. normal 

d. loud 

33. The reader shall have the ability to display the status of alarms and indicate the status of physical and 

logical items via LEDs on front panel. 

34. The reader shall support at least 8 indication LEDs. 

35. It shall be possible to turn off the reader indicator LEDs via the ISMS software. 

36. Tamper detection shall be provided against the unit being removed from the mounting surface. 

37. Keypad readers must comply with a minimum IP66 environmental protection rating. 

38. Keypad readers must comply with an impact rating of at least IK08. 
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39. The keypad reader shall operate with a temperature range of -30oc to +70oc. 

40. All readers must be RoHS compliant. 

41. The keypad reader shall support a backlight feature for dark environments. 

GG. ALARM MANAGEMENT TERMINAL (AMT) – ACCESS CONTROL  

0. AMTs shall be provided to allow keypad functionality as described in this section. 

1. The AMT shall support self-discovery on the ISMS. 

a. AMTs shall contain a manufacturer’s unique serial number. 

b. When connected to an IFC, the serial number of the AMT shall be reported to the ISMS. 

c. Once assigned to a function within an IFC, if any attempt is made to substitute AMTs in the field 

without authorization, an alarm shall be generated. 

2. Data communication rate between IFCs and AMTs shall be at least 1Mbit/second. 

3. Communication sessions between IFCs and AMTs shall use certificate exchange protocols using keys 

with a minimum strength of ECC P-256. 

4. Data communication between IFCs and AMTs shall use a minimum of AES-128. 

5. AMTs shall generate a heartbeat signal to enable the IFC to identify lost communications and thereby 

generate an alarm. 

6. AMTs shall be upgradeable via software downloaded from the ISMS without any intervention at the 

AMT. 

7. Each AMT shall be identified independently on the ISMS by means of a unique plain language 

descriptor. The plain language descriptor shall be at least 60 characters in length. 

8. The AMT must have a secure idle state to prevent unauthorized usage. 

9. Where an AMT is specified, it shall include: 

a. The AMT must have a color display, size being a minimum of 3.5”. 

b. The display shall support multiple languages which shall be selectable from the ISMS software. 

c. The AMT shall display information to the user using a combination of text and graphics. 

d. The AMT shall display the date and time. 

10. The AMT keypad shall be backlit. 

11. The AMT keypad pad shall include: 

a. numerical 0 to 9 keys 

b. a cancel key 
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c. an enter/accept key 

d. two soft keys that vary according to the current usage of the AMT 

12. The AMT shall be capable of (but not limited to) carrying out the following functions: 

a. Arm alarm zones: a minimum of 50 per AMT must be supported. 

b. Disarm alarm zones; a minimum of 50 per AMT must be supported. 

c. View alarms: a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported. 

d. Acknowledge alarms; a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported and be decoupled from the 

ISMS. 

e. View alarm history: a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported. 

f. Turn outputs on and off; a minimum of 50 per AMT must be supported. 

g. View the status of inputs; a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported. 

h. Isolate inputs: a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported. 

13. User definable custom images shall be displayed on the screen when the AMT is idle. 

14. Customizable message shall be displayed as the AMT utilized for entry and exit. 

15. The AMT shall support the following image formats: 

a. PNG 

b. JPG 

c. JPEG 

16. It shall be possible to adjust the AMT beeper via the ISMS software to the following volume levels: 

a. off 

b. quiet 

c. normal 

d. loud 

17. Multiple AMTs can be used anywhere attached to the ISMS to remotely manage assigned intruder 

alarm zones. 

18. The AMT shall have the ability to display the status of alarms and indicate the status of physical and 

logical items via LEDs on front panel. 

19. The AMT shall support at least 8 indication LEDs. 

20. It shall be possible to turn off the AMT indicator LEDs via the ISMS software. 

21. Tamper detection shall be provided against the unit being removed from the mounting surface. 
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22. AMT readers must comply with a minimum IP66 environmental protection rating. 

23. AMTs must comply with an impact rating of at least IK08. 

24. The AMT shall operate within a temperature range of -30oc to +70oc. 

25. A mobile App shall be utilized to access the AMT while using dual factor authorization. 

26. Cipher Pad function can be enabled to enhanced cardholder security. 

HH.    ALARM MANAGEMENT TERMINAL (AMT) – PERIMETER  

0. AMTs shall be provided to allow keypad functionality as described in this section. 

1. The AMT shall support self-discovery on the ISMS. 

2. AMTs shall contain a manufacturer’s unique serial number. 

3. When connected to an IFC, the serial number of the AMT shall be reported to the ISMS. 

4. Once assigned to a function within an IFC, if any attempt is made to substitute AMTs in the field 

without authorization, an alarm shall be generated. 

5. Data communication rate between IFCs and AMTs shall be at least 1Mbit/second. 

6. Communication sessions between IFCs and AMTs shall use certificate exchange protocols using keys 

with a minimum strength of ECC P-256. 

7. Data communication between IFCs and AMTs shall use a minimum of AES-128. 

8. AMTs shall generate a heartbeat signal to enable the IFC to identify lost communications and thereby 

generate an alarm. 

9. AMTs shall be upgradeable via software downloaded from the ISMS without any intervention at the 

AMT. 

10. Each AMT shall be identified independently on the ISMS by means of a unique plain language 

descriptor. The plain language descriptor shall be at least 60 characters in length. 

11. The AMT must have a secure idle state to prevent unauthorized usage. 

12. Where an AMT is specified, it shall include: 

a. The AMT must have a color display, size being a minimum of 3.5”. 

b. The display shall support multiple languages which shall be selectable from the ISMS software. 

c. The AMT shall display information to the user using a combination of text and graphics. 

13. The AMT shall display the date and time. 

14. The AMT keypad shall be backlit. 

15. The AMT keypad pad shall include: 
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a. numerical 0 to 9 keys 

b. a cancel key 

c. an enter/accept key 

d. two soft keys that vary according to the current usage of the AMT 

16. The AMT shall be capable of (but not limited to) carrying out the following functions: 

a. Arm alarm zones: a minimum of 50 per AMT must be supported. 

b. Disarm alarm zones; a minimum of 50 per AMT must be supported. 

c. View alarms: a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported. 

d. Acknowledge alarms; a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported. 

e. View alarm history: a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported. 

f. Turn outputs on and off; a minimum of 50 per AMT must be supported. 

g. View the status of inputs; a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported. 

h. Isolate inputs: a minimum of 100 per AMT must be supported. 

17. Where an AMT is specified to control perimeter fence system, it shall be capable of (but not limited to) 

carrying out the following perimeter electric fence system functions: 

18. Override fence zones as follows: 

a. arm 

b. disarm 

c. isolated (lock out zone(s) for maintenance) 

19. Display Fence Zone status (“Armed”, “Disarmed”, “Alarms in System”) on the front panel LEDs. 

20. Display the Fence Zone status details such as High Voltage, Low Voltage and Isolated. 

21. Display current fence return voltages. 

22. Display fence return voltage range for the past seven days. 

23. Display backup battery status and voltage. 

24. Display current ambient temperature of the Electric Fence Controller. 

25. Display the temperature range for the past seven days. 

26. User definable custom images shall be displayed on the screen when the AMT is idle 

27. The AMT shall support the following image formats: 

a. PNG 
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b. JPG 

c. JPEG 

28. It shall be possible to adjust the AMT beeper via the ISMS software to the following volume levels: 

a. off 

b. quiet 

c. normal 

d. loud 

29. Multiple AMTs can be used anywhere attached to the ISMS to remotely manage assigned intruder 

alarm zones. 

30. The AMT shall have the ability to display the status of alarms and indicate the status of physical and 

logical items via LEDs on front panel. 

a. The AMT shall support at least 8 indication LEDs. 

31. It shall be possible to turn off the AMT indicator LEDs via the ISMS software. 

32. Tamper detection shall be provided against the unit being removed from the mounting surface. 

33. AMT readers must comply with a minimum IP66 environmental protection rating. 

34. AMTs must comply with an impact rating of at least IK08. 

35. The AMT shall operate within a temperature range of -30oc to +70oc. 

 


